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New physics in the lepton sector may account for neutrino masses, affect electroweak precision
observables, induce charged-lepton flavor violation, and shift dipole moments. The low-energy predictions
of different models are most conveniently compared within the formalism of effective field theory. To
illustrate the benefits of this approach, we derive theWilson coefficients for a set of representativemodels: the
fermionic seesawmechanisms (types I and III), the Zeemodel, and aminimal leptoquarkmodel. In each case,
the Weinberg and the dipole operators have qualitatively different origins. In parallel, we present the model-
independent constraints on the Wilson coefficients coming from various lepton observables. We then show
that it becomes straightforward to understand the allowed parameter space for each model, and to
discriminate between them. The Zee and leptoquark models are suitable to address the muon g − 2 anomaly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.105.115041

I. INTRODUCTION

Models for neutrino masses have a long and fascinating
history [1–15], which started well before the experimental
confirmation of neutrino oscillations. The most compelling
explanation for the smallness of neutrino masses amounts
to assuming that they violate the accidental lepton-number
symmetry of the StandardModel (SM) [16]. Then, the main
question is what is the associated new physics scale. In
most realizations, this is larger than the electroweak scale.
The only exceptions require SM-singlet, very weakly
coupled, light particles, which we will not discuss here.
A very large scale for lepton number violation is theoreti-
cally intriguing, e.g., in connection with grand unification,
or to efficiently realize baryogenesis via leptogenesis.
Apart from neutrino oscillations, other experiments may
not be sensitive enough to probe such a large new physics
scale. However, there are at least two independent argu-
ments against this line of thought: (i) the tininess of lepton
number violation is technically natural even when new
particles are not very heavy; (ii) concrete models for lepton-
mass generation typically involve more than a single mass
scale. Therefore, natural neutrino mass models can predict

a number of measurable effects in lepton-number conserv-
ing observables as well.
In this paper, we will not focus on the direct effects of

new heavy fields at high energies, such as their impact on
the cosmological history, or their production and phenom-
enology at colliders. These require a strongly model-
dependent analysis, and experimental progress is expected
to be slow, especially at the energy frontier. We will rather
focus on indirect new-physics effects in observables at the
electroweak scale and below. These currently present some
anomalies, and constraints will significantly improve in the
near future. We aim to argue that, rather than computing the
low-energy predictions for each ultraviolet (UV) model, it
is far more efficient to adopt the effective field theory (EFT)
language. This amounts to reducing each model to a set of
Wilson coefficients (WCs) for higher-dimensional SM
operators. Then the comparison of different models
becomes straightforward, as each low-energy observable
is in one-to-one correspondence with a certain combination
of WCs. While this approach may appear self-evident for
EFT practitioners, it turns out that (i) well-known and well-
motivated models of neutrino masses have not been
investigated systematically from the EFT perspective,
and (ii) the EFT analysis identifies some structural proper-
ties of the models and of their phenomenology, which were
previously overlooked.
In a previous paper [17]we demonstrated the advantages of

the EFTapproach to the type-I seesawmodel. Herewe extend
the analysis to a few other models of neutrino masses, and
perform anEFTcomparisonof their phenomenology.Wewill
consider both type-I [1–4] and type-III [14,15] seesaw
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models, where neutrino masses are induced at tree level from
the exchange of sterile neutrinos and weak-triplet fermions,
respectively.1 Their EFTs are similar, yet their phenomenol-
ogy is clearly distinguished by one specific combination of
WCs. Preliminary results on type III were presented in a PhD
thesis [19]. In addition, we will consider two models that
induce neutrino masses at one loop: the well-known Zee
model [8], involving a second Higgs doublet and a weak-
singlet scalar; and a less studied, minimal model of lepto-
quarks (LQs) [20–22], chosen to induce both neutrinomasses
[23–25] and dipole operators without chiral suppression
[26–28]. We stress that the various EFT tools employed in
our analysis could be easily applied to any othermodel of new
physics, in the lepton sector and beyond.
In Sec. II, we illustrate how a careful spurion analysis

allows us to fully exploit the global symmetry structure of
any given model, in order to derive the qualitative structure
of the WCs. This reduces the large set of couplings in the
UV to a few combinations of parameters relevant in the
infrared (IR). In Sec. III, we summarize the general
properties of the EFT matching and running procedure,
which allows us to compute the set of low-energy WCs
specific to each UV model. We then specialize to the four
models introduced above and explicitly derive their WCs at
leading order. In Sec. IV, we consider in turn various low-
energy lepton observables, and determine which combina-
tions of WCs are constrained by each of them. The results
collected in this section are, to a large extent, model
independent. In Sec. V, we apply these general constraints
to the model-specific EFTs to characterize the phenom-
enology of the four models. We present plots that com-
pactly illustrate the interplay of various constraints on the
relevant parameter space of each model. Finally, in Sec. VI
we propose an effective procedure to compare the different
models and draw our conclusions.

II. MODELS’ STRUCTURE

In this section we define the field content and the
interactions of the models that we wish to compare. We
denote by ðRc; RwÞY the SUð3Þc × SUð2Þw ×Uð1ÞY field
representations, see Table I for the list of new multiplets.
Our conventions for the SM Lagrangian are the same as,
e.g., in [29,30], in particular the charged lepton Yukawa
coupling reads LSM ⊃ −eRyeH†lL þ H:c: (doublets on the
right), the Higgs quartic coupling is normalized as
λ ¼ m2

h=ð2v2Þ, where v ≃ 246 GeV is the electroweak
scale, and we define covariant derivatives with a plus sign,
Dμ ≡ ∂

μ þ igaA
μ
aTa.

We will assume that new states beyond the SM have
masses M significantly larger than v. Then the SMEFT
Lagrangian involves higher-dimensional operators,

LSMEFT ¼
X
i

CiQi; ci ≡
�

vffiffiffi
2

p
�

di−4
Ci; ð1Þ

where di ≡ ½Qi� ¼ 5; 6;…, and we defined dimensionless
WCs ci. We adopt the operator basis defined in [31]. The
operators of interest for our analysis are listed in Table II
for convenience. It is useful to characterize the models’
structure in terms of small dimensionless parameters,

ϵ≡ Yvffiffiffi
2

p
M

; ð2Þ

where Y are the couplings between the SM and the new
states. The SMEFT below the scale M will have WCs ci

given by appropriate combinations of the ϵ parameters,
determined by the symmetries of the model.
The structure of each model is most conveniently

understood by a spurion analysis. In particular, each SM
fermion species ψ is associated with a Uð3Þψ family
symmetry, with ψ → Vψψ . We will treat Yukawa couplings
as well as WCs as spurions preserving the SM flavor
symmetry Uð3Þ5, for example ye → VeyeV

†
l .

A. The seesaw of types I or III

The first model we consider is the type-I seesaw [1–4],
defined as a SM extension by n sterile neutrinos,2

NR ∼ ð1; 1Þ0. The Lagrangian density is given by LSM plus

LN ¼ iNR=∂NR−
�
1

2
NRMNNR

cþNRYNH̃†lLþH:c:

�
: ð3Þ

The new interactions can be considered as spurions trans-
forming under the flavor symmetry UðnÞN × Uð3Þl,
according to

MN → VNMNVT
N; YN → VNYNV

†
l : ð4Þ

It is convenient to define the dimensionless parameters

TABLE I. Representations of the new, heavy fields in the four
models under investigation.

Field Spin ðRc; RwÞY Model

NR
1
2

ð1; 1Þ0 Seesaw type I
ΣR

1
2

ð1; 3Þ0 Seesaw type III
H2 0 ð1; 2Þ1=2 Zee
δ 0 ð1; 1Þ1 Zee
D 0 ð3; 2Þ1=6 Leptoquark
S 0 ð3; 1Þ−1=3 Leptoquark

1For an EFT treatment of type-II seesaw, see, e.g., the recent
analysis [18] and references therein.

2At least two sterile neutrinos are required to explain the
observed pattern of neutrino oscillations. Similarly, at least two
weak-triplet chiral fermions are required in the type-III seesaw
model.
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ϵia ≡ ðM−1
N YNÞia

vffiffiffi
2

p ; μij ≡ ðMNÞij
ffiffiffi
2

p

v
: ð5Þ

Once the sterile neutrinos are integrated out, the possible
UðnÞN-invariant combinations are, at the lowest orders,

OðM−1Þ∶ ðϵTμϵÞab; OðM−2Þ∶ ðϵ†ϵÞab; ½OðM−1Þ�2: ð6Þ

It is understood, of course, that the Hermitian conjugate
combinations are allowed as well, and the last term stands
for any possible product of two OðM−1Þ combinations.
Note we are interested only in combinations involving
positive powers of ϵ, as is evident from diagrammatic
arguments (combinations with negative powers of μ are
possible at higher orders in M−1).
The WCs of dim-5 and dim-6 operators are necessarily

proportional to the combinations in Eq. (6). For example,
the Weinberg and the dipole WCs transform as

cW → V�
l c

WV†
l ; ceB;eW → VlceB;eWV

†
e: ð7Þ

Therefore, they can receive a tree-level contribution cW ∝
ðϵTμϵÞ, and a one-loop contribution ceB;eW ∝ ðϵ†ϵy†eÞ,
respectively.
The second model we want to analyze is the type-III

seesaw [14,15], where the SM is extended by nweak-triplet
chiral fermions, ΣR ∼ ð1; 3Þ0. The associated Lagrangian
reads

LΣ¼ iΣA
R=D

ABΣB
R−

�
1

2
ΣA
RMΣΣAc

R þΣA
RYΣH̃†σAlLþH:c:

�
;

ð8Þ

where A;B ¼ 1, 2, 3 are SUð2Þw indices in the adjoint. The
spurion analysis proceeds in strict analogy with the type-I
seesaw case by simply replacingMN → MΣ and YN → YΣ.
Wewill distinguish the type-I and -III spurions by adding

an obvious subscript: ϵN;Σ and μN;Σ. The different SUð2Þw
structure will manifest as different numerical prefactors in
the various WCs, which will correspond to a significantly
different phenomenology, as we will see in Sec. VA.

B. The Zee model

The third model, known as the Zee model [8], amounts to
adding to the SM a second scalar transforming like the SM
Higgs, H2 ∼ ð1; 2Þ1=2, as well as a singly charged, weak-
singlet scalar, δ ∼ ð1; 1Þ1. The SM Lagrangian is aug-
mented by

LH2;δ ¼ ðDμδÞ†ðDμδÞ þ ðDμH2Þ†ðDμH2Þ − VH2;δ

− ðlLcYδiσ2lLδþ eRY2H
†
2lL þ H:c:Þ þ…; ð9Þ

where the dots stand for H2 Yukawa couplings to quarks,
which we set to zero for simplicity. With this assumption,
we remove constraints from hadronic observables, espe-
cially flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) processes, as
here we want to focus on lepton observables. On the other
hand, large quark Yukawa couplings may contribute
significantly to lepton observables at two loops: we will
mention where our results depend on the assumption that
H2 is “quark phobic.” Note that Yδ is antisymmetric in
flavor space, and its three independent entries can be taken
real by rephasing the three lL fields. On the other hand, in
the basis where ye is diagonal with real, positive eigen-
values, Y2 is a generic, complex matrix.
The scalar potential can be written as

VH2;δ ¼ M2
δδ

†δþM2
2H

†
2H2 þ ½Mδ2H̃†H2δ

†

þ λ2ðH†HÞðH†H2Þ þ H:c:� þ…; ð10Þ

where the dots stand for quartic couplings involving two or
more heavy fields H2 and/or δ. These induce effective

TABLE II. List of the SMEFT operators relevant for the
analysis of the models presented in this paper. These are all
the operators in the Warsaw basis that involve leptons, plus the
three Warsaw-basis operators that involve only the Higgs field.

Name Operator

QW;ab ðlcLaH̃�ÞðH̃†lLbÞ
QeB;ab ðlLaσμνeRbÞHBμν

QeW;ab ðlLaσμνeRbÞσAHWAμν

Qð1Þ
Hl;ab ðlLaγμlLbÞðH†iD

↔μ
HÞ

Qð3Þ
Hl;ab ðlLaγμσAlLbÞðH†iD

↔μ
σAHÞ

QHe;ab ðeRaγμeRbÞðH†iD
↔μ

HÞ
QeH;ab ðlLaHeRbÞðH†HÞ
QH ðH†HÞ3
QHD ðH†DμHÞ�ðH†DμHÞ
QH□ ðH†HÞ□ðH†HÞ

Name Operator

Qll;ab ðlLaγμlLbÞðlLcγμlLdÞ
Qle;ab ðlLaγμlLbÞðeRcγμeRdÞ
Qee;ab ðeRaγμeRbÞðeRcγμeRdÞ
Qð1Þ

lq;abcd
ðlLaγμlLbÞðqLcγμqLdÞ

Qð3Þ
lq;abcd

ðlLaγμσAlLbÞðqLcγμσAqLdÞ
Qqe;abcd ðqLaγμqLbÞðeRcγμeRdÞ
Qlu;abcd ðlLaγμlLbÞðuRcγμuRdÞ
Qld;abcd ðlLaγμlLbÞðdRcγμdRdÞ
Qeu;abcd ðeRaγμeRbÞðuRcγμuRdÞ
Qed;abcd ðeRaγμeRbÞðdRcγμdRdÞ
Qð1Þ

lequ;abcd
ðlLaeRbÞϵðqLcuRdÞ

Qð3Þ
lequ;abcd

ðlLaσμνeRbÞϵðqLcσμνuRdÞ
Qledq;abcd ðlLaeRbÞðdRcqLdÞ
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operators of dimension eight or larger, which we neglect.
Note that, with no loss of generality, we chose a basis forH
and H2 such that ðM2

12H
†H2 þ H:c:Þ vanishes. This is the

most convenient basis to decouple one Higgs doublet,
under the hypothesis M2 ≫ v=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Note that Mδ2 and λ2

can be taken as real by choosing the phases of δ and H2.

Each relevant coupling of the Zee model can be treated
as a spurion transforming under the SM lepton flavor
symmetry, Uð3Þl × Uð3Þe, as well as under the rephasing
symmetry of the new scalars, Uð1ÞH2

×Uð1Þδ, acting as
H2 → eiϕ2H2 and δ → eiϕδδ. It is convenient to define
small, dimensionless parameters,

ðϵδÞab ≡ ðYδÞabvffiffiffi
2

p
Mδ

→ ðV�
l ϵδV

†
l Þabe−iϕδ ; ϵλ ≡ λ2vffiffiffi

2
p

M2

→ ϵλe−iϕ2 ;

ðϵ2Þab ≡ ðY2Þabvffiffiffi
2

p
M2

→ ðVeϵ2V
†
l Þabeiϕ2 ; μZ ≡

ffiffiffi
2

p
Mδ2

v
→ μZeiðϕδ−ϕ2Þ: ð11Þ

Once the heavy scalars H2 and δ are integrated out, the possible Uð1ÞH2
× Uð1Þδ-invariant combinations are, at the lowest

orders,

OðM−1Þ∶ ðϵδÞabμZðϵ2Þcd; ðϵδÞabμZϵ�λ ;
OðM−2Þ∶ ðϵδÞabðϵ�δÞcd; ðϵ2Þabðϵ�2Þcd; ðϵ2Þabϵλ; ϵλϵ

�
λ ; ½OðM−1Þ�2; ð12Þ

where we restricted ourselves to positive powers of ϵ for
obvious diagrammatic reasons.
Note that the flavor indices of the ϵ may be contracted

either among themselves or with the SM charged-lepton
Yukawa coupling, ye, as long as one respects Uð3Þl ×
Uð3Þe covariance. Each pair of contracted indices corre-
sponds to a diagram with an internal lL or eR propagator.
Let us consider, as significant examples, the Weinberg and
dipole WCs, transforming as in Eq. (7).
TheWeinbergWC is symmetric in flavor space,cWab ¼ cWba,

therefore it cannot be simply proportional to the antisym-
metric ðϵδÞab. A straightforward spurion analysis reveals that
the minimal contributions to cW are proportional to

½ðϵδy†eϵ2Þ þ ð…ÞT �μZ ðone loopÞ;
½ðϵδy†eyeÞ þ ð…ÞT �ϵ�λμZ ðtwo loopsÞ: ð13Þ

The former combination corresponds to the well-known one-
loop contribution to neutrino masses in the Zee model, let us

call it mZ
ν . The latter combination contributes to the

Weinberg operator at two loops, and it also induces the
dim-7 operator ðlcLH̃�ÞðH̃†lLÞðH†HÞ at one loop. Thus,
the spurion analysis has revealed a new, alternative mecha-
nism that contributes to neutrino masses via H2 and δ. The
associated δmZ

ν can be dominant overmZ
ν when the ϵ2 entries

are smaller than the entries of yeϵ�λ . However, such a matrix
has vanishing diagonal entries in flavor space, ðδmZ

ν Þaa ¼ 0.
As a consequence, it is not sufficient alone to accommodate
all current neutrino oscillation data. Indeed, the entries
ðmZ

ν Þaa also vanish if ϵ2 is diagonal in the basis where ye
is diagonal. This case is known as the “minimal” Zee
model [8,32], which is presently excluded (see, e.g., [33]).
In contrast, a generic ϵ2 does allow for a good fit (see,
e.g., [34]).
Next, let us consider the dim-6 dipole WCs ceB;eW . The

possible contributions to these WCs should transform as in
Eq. (7), therefore they have to be proportional to

ϵ†δϵδy
†
e; ϵ†2ϵ2y

†
e; y†eϵ2ϵ

†
2; ðone loopÞ

ϵ†2ϵ
�
λ ; ðy†eϵ2y†eÞϵλ; ðϵ†2yey†eÞϵ�λ ; ðy†eyeϵ†2Þϵ�λ ; ðtwo loopsÞ ð14Þ

where we dropped combinations requiring a higher number
of loops or additional powers of ye. A few comments are in
order to interpret the result in Eq. (14):

(i) The loop counting is done by closing all scalar lines
on each other, except for the one H field appearing
in QeB;eW . These operators are induced at the new
physics scale, M ∼M2;δ, but additional contribu-
tions to the electromagnetic dipole Oeγ may arise at

the electroweak scale with a reduced number of
loops, as H lines can be replaced by the vacuum
expectation value, v. Indeed one finds one-loop
contributions to ceγ proportional to the terms in
the second line of Eq. (14).

(ii) Given the smallness of the charged-lepton Yukawa
couplings, contributions without ye insertions can
be dominant even if they require extra loops.
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Specifically, there is a two-loop diagram propor-
tional to ϵ†2ϵ

�
λ , corresponding to a Barr-Zee type

diagram involving aW loop [35]. In this context, one
should also consider an additional spurion combi-
nation, ϵ†2ϵ

�
λ trðy†u;dyu;dÞ. It contributes to ceB;eW only

at three loops. However, after electroweak symmetry
breaking, it contributes to ceγ at two loops. This
corresponds to a Barr-Zee type diagram involving a
quark loop [35].

(iii) Recall that we set to zero the H2 Yukawa couplings
to quarks. If they were added, additional spurion
combinations would exist and give a potentially
large, two-loop contribution to the leptonic dipoles,
see, e.g., [36].

(iv) While the spurion analysis allows us to promptly
identify the relevant loop diagrams, an actual com-
putation is needed, in particular, to distinguish log-
enhanced contributions from finite ones, as we will
discuss in Secs. III and V.

C. The minimal leptoquark model

Let us now motivate the choice of our fourth and last
model. A scalar leptoquark (LQ) is the only single-field
extension of the SM that may induce a leptonic dipole
operator at one loop without chirality suppression, that is,
without the insertion of a small lepton Yukawa coupling ye,
see, e.g., [26–28,37]. More precisely, such a dipole is
induced by either a weak singlet LQ ∼ ð3; 1Þ−1=3 or a weak
doublet LQ ∼ ð3; 2Þ7=6, with the insertion of an up-quark
Yukawa coupling, which can be of order one in the case of
the top quark. Such an unsuppressed one-loop contribution
to the dipole has the required size to address the discrep-
ancy between the measurement of the muon magnetic
dipole moment and the SM prediction, for LQ masses of
order TeV. On the other hand, scalar LQs can induce the
Weinberg operator at one loop, providing a self-contained
model of neutrino masses, see, e.g., [23–25]. Specifically,
two multiplets are needed, a weak doublet LQ ∼ ð3; 2Þ1=6
and either a singlet ð3; 1Þ−1=3 or a triplet ð3; 3Þ−1=3. In both
cases, the two LQs have a cubic coupling to the SM Higgs,

and the resulting Weinberg operator is proportional to the
down-quark Yukawa coupling.
In light of these considerations, the minimal LQ model

that induces both dipoles and neutrino masses at one loop
and without ye suppression is obtained by extending the
SM with two scalar LQ multiplets, a weak doublet,
D ∼ ð3; 2Þ1=6, and a weak singlet, S ∼ ð3; 1Þ−1=3.3 This
combination of LQs has recently been studied in [20–22],
partly with similar motivations to ours. The Lagrangian
reads

LD;S ¼ ðDμDÞ†ðDμDÞ þ ðDμSÞ†ðDμSÞ − VD;S

− ðqcLYLiσ2lLS† þ ucRYReRS†

þ dRYDDTiσ2lL þ H:c:Þ: ð15Þ

Note that we set to zero the qLqLS and uRdRS interactions,
which are allowed by the SM gauge symmetry but, in
conjunction with qLlLS† and uReRS†, would violate the
baryon number. This choice, corresponding to the baryon
number assignments BðSÞ ¼ BðDÞ ¼ þ1=3, allows both
the Weinberg operator and the lepton dipole operators to be
induced at one loop. The scalar potential is given by

VD;S ¼ M2
DD

†DþM2
SS

†Sþ ðMDSD†HSþ H:c:Þ þ…;

ð16Þ

where the cubic coupling DDS is again forbidden by
baryon number conservation. The dots stand for quartic
couplings, which all involve two or more heavy fields D
and S, and are therefore irrelevant for deriving the dim-5
and dim-6 WCs. Lepton number is broken by the interplay
of various couplings: as YL;R ≠ 0 implies LðSÞ ¼ þ1 and
YD ≠ 0 implies LðDÞ ¼ −1, one finds that MDS ≠ 0
violates lepton number by two units.
Let us proceed as in the previous models, defining

dimensionless parameters and analyzing their transforma-
tion properties under the SM flavor symmetry and the LQ
rephasing symmetry,Uð1ÞD ×Uð1ÞS, acting asD → eiϕDD
and S → eiϕSS:

ðϵLÞab ≡ ðYLÞabvffiffiffi
2

p
MS

→ ðV�
qϵLV

†
l ÞabeiϕS ; ðϵRÞab ≡ ðYRÞabvffiffiffi

2
p

MS

→ ðV�
uϵRV

†
eÞabeiϕS ;

ðϵDÞab ≡ ðYDÞabvffiffiffi
2

p
MD

→ ðVdϵDV
†
l Þabe−iϕD; μDS ≡

ffiffiffi
2

p
MDS

v
→ μDSeiðϕD−ϕSÞ: ð17Þ

Note that μDS can be chosen real, while ϵL;R;D are arbitrary complex matrices. The possible Uð1ÞD ×Uð1ÞS-invariant
combinations are

3In a supersymmetric framework,D and S could be identified with the squarks q̃L and d̃R. Here we do not impose any supersymmetric
restriction on their couplings.
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OðM−1Þ∶ ðϵLÞabðϵDÞcdμDS; ðϵRÞabðϵDÞcdμDS;

OðM−2Þ∶ ðϵDÞabðϵ�DÞcd; ðϵL;RÞabðϵ�L;RÞcd; ðϵLÞabðϵ�RÞcd; ½OðM−1Þ�2: ð18Þ

Pairs of flavor indices corresponding to conjugate SM
fermions can be contracted, either between the ϵ or with the
SM Yukawa couplings, which transform as ye → VeyeV

†
l ,

yu → VuyuV
†
q, and yd → VdydV

†
q.

The minimal combinations that may contribute to the
Weinberg WC cW are

½ðϵTLy†dϵDÞþð…ÞT �μDS; ½ðyTe ϵTRyuy†dϵDÞþð…ÞT �μDS: ð19Þ

The latter is more Yukawa suppressed, still it could
dominate for ϵL much smaller than ϵR. The first combina-
tion does indeed contribute to cW at one loop. By
proceeding diagrammatically, it may seem that the second
combination could contribute to cW at two loops, and it
would also induce the dim-7 operator ðlcLH̃�ÞðH̃†lLÞðH†HÞ
at one loop. However, a closer look reveals that these
diagrams vanish due to SUð2Þw contractions, essentially
because HTiσ2H ¼ 0. Thus, we are left only with the
former, one-loop contribution to neutrino masses.
The minimal combinations contributing to the dipole

WCs ceB;eW at one loop are

ϵ†Ly
T
uϵR; ϵ†DϵDy

†
e; ϵ†LϵLy

†
e; y†eϵ

†
RϵR: ð20Þ

The first combination is proportional to yu rather than ye,
that is to say, it avoids a chirality flip on the external lepton
line, which is a big suppression especially for electrons and
muons. In addition, we will see that the one-loop diagram
proportional to yu is the only one with a logarithmic
enhancement. Note that both ϵL and ϵR should be sizeable
for a significant contribution to the dipole, while the
product ϵDμDS can be taken as small as needed to suitably
suppress neutrino masses.

III. MODELS’ EFFECTIVE DESCRIPTION

A. Matching to the SMEFT

At the new physics scale M, one can systematically
match any given UV-complete model to the SMEFT, that is,
an EFT involving operators built with SM fields only. Here
we derive the set of WCs for the four models under
investigation, summarizing our results in Tables III–VI,
which enable a direct comparison between the models.
Let us recall, very schematically, the structure of the EFT

“matching and running” procedure. Tree-level matching
induces WCs c ∼ Y2ðv=MÞd−4, where d is the operator
dimension and Y a typical coupling between SM and heavy
states. One-loop matching corresponds to an additional

TABLE III. The leading-order contribution to the WCs of the SMEFT, in four neutrino-mass models. For this table we display the
operators involving two leptons and no quarks. The WCs induced at one-loop leading-log are those proportional to
L≡ logðM=vÞ=ð16π2Þ. The WCs induced at one-loop finite order are those proportional to P≡ 1=ð16π2Þ. Finally, when a given
WC receives two contributions which involve the same ϵs, but different powers of ye or yd, we dropped the subleading one.

WCs Seesaw I Seesaw III Zee Leptoquarks

cWab
1
2
ðϵTNμNϵNÞab 1

2
ðϵTΣμΣϵΣÞab −2μZðϵδy†eϵ2ÞabP

−2μZðϵT2y�eϵTδ ÞabP
3μDSðϵTLy†dϵDÞabP
þ3μDSðϵTDy�dϵLÞabP

ceBab − g1
24
ðϵ†NϵNy†eÞabP − g1

8
ðϵ†ΣϵΣy†eÞabP − g1

3
ðϵ†δϵδy†eÞabP

þ 5g1
48

ðϵ†2ϵ2y†eÞabP
þ g1

24
ðy†eϵ2ϵ†2ÞabP

− 5g1
4
ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞabL

ceWab − 5g2
24

ðϵ†NϵNy†eÞabP − 3g2
8
ðϵ†ΣϵΣy†eÞabP − g2

6
ðϵ†δϵδy†eÞabP

þ g2
48
ðϵ†2ϵ2y†eÞabP

3g2
4
ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞabL

cHlð1Þ
ab

1
4
ðϵ†NϵNÞab 3

4
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞab 2g2

1

3
ðϵ†δϵδÞabL

− g2
1

3
ðϵ†2ϵ2ÞabL

− g2
1

3
ðϵ†DϵDÞabL − g2

1

6
ðϵ†LϵLÞabL

− 3
2
ðϵ†LyTuy�uϵLÞabL

cHlð3Þ
ab

− 1
4
ðϵ†NϵNÞab 1

4
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞab 2g2

2

3
ðϵ†δϵδÞabL

1
2
g22ðϵ†LϵLÞabL − 3

2
ðϵ†LyTuy�uϵLÞabL

cHe
ab

1
2
ðyeϵ†NϵNy†eÞabL
− g2

1

3
tr½ϵ†NϵN �δabL

3
2
ðyeϵ†ΣϵΣy†eÞabL
−g21tr½ϵ†ΣϵΣ�δabL

− g2
1

3
ðϵ2ϵ†2ÞabL 3ðϵ†Ry�uyTuϵRÞabL − g2

1

6
ðϵ†RϵRÞabL

ceHab 2λðϵ†NϵNy†eÞabLþ g2
2

3
tr½ϵ†NϵN �ðy†eÞabL

−6ðcW†cWyeÞabLþ 8tr½cW†cW �ðy†eÞabL
ðϵ†ΣϵΣy†eÞab ϵ�λðϵ†2Þab 6ðϵ†LyTuy�uyTuϵRÞabL − 6λðϵ†LyTuϵRÞabL
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suppression by a factor α=ð4πÞ, where α ¼ y2=ð4πÞ for y a
typical SM cubic coupling, or α ¼ λ=ð4πÞ for λ a SMquartic
coupling. We will drop the obvious factors of 4π in the
following. Matching at n loops is needed to extract finite
terms of order αn. ThenWCs are evolved from the scaleM to
lower scales, e.g., the electroweak scale v, via renormaliza-
tion group equations (RGEs). One-loop RGEs account for
leading logarithmic corrections to WCs. These correspond
to pieces of order α logðM=vÞ in one-loop diagrams, as well
as to the αn lognðM=vÞ parts of n-loop diagrams. Two-loop
RGEs take into account next-to-leading logarithms, i.e.,
terms of order αn logn−1ðM=vÞ coming from n-loop dia-
grams, for n ≥ 2. Such “matching and running” procedure
should be repeated at any physical threshold, till one reaches
the energy scale pertinent to the observable of interest. In
particular, in Sec. III B we will deal with the matching at
scale v between the SMEFTand the LEFT, that is, the lower-
energy EFT with broken electroweak symmetry.
In our analysis, we will derive the leading nonvanishing

contribution to each relevant WC, defined as the term with,
first, the lowest power of α and, second, the highest power
of logarithms. While a such term is theoretically dominant,
in practice subleading terms can be larger, as soon as
hierarchies exist among the various heavy masses Mi, the
new couplings Yi, and/or the SM couplings yi. If not
otherwise stated, we will assume that all new physics

dimensionful parameters are of the same order, Mi ∼M,
and all new physics couplings to the SM are also of the
same order, Yi ∼ Y. Where this assumption is dropped, we
will illustrate how the phenomenology can differ. On the
other hand, as the hierarchy among the SM couplings yi is
known, we will take it into account to determine the actual
dominant contribution to each WC.
Let us begin by displaying the tree-level EFT

Lagrangians (up to dim-6 operators) for the four models
under consideration. They can be easily obtained by
employing the equations of motion for the new, heavy
fields, in order to express them as a function of the SM,
light fields, and thus remove them from the initial
Lagrangian. Integrating out the sterile neutrinos NR of
the type-I seesaw, one obtains [38]

Ltree
I ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p

v
ðϵTNμNϵNÞabQW

ab
þ 1

2v2
ðϵ†NϵNÞabðQHlð1Þ

ab
−QHlð3Þ

ab
Þ:

ð21Þ

Integrating out the triplet chiral fermions ΣR of the type-III
seesaw,

TABLE IV. The leading-order contribution to the WCs of the SMEFT, in four neutrino-mass models. In this table we display the
operators involving only the Higgs field. Conventions as in Table III. We computed only WCs generated at tree level or one-loop
leading-log: those induced at one-loop finite or higher order are denoted by a dash (—).

WCs Seesaw I Seesaw III Zee Leptoquarks

cH 4
3
λg22tr½ϵ†NϵN �L − 32λtr½cW†cW �L − 4

3
λg22tr½ϵ†ΣϵΣ�L − 32λtr½cW†cW �L ϵ�λϵλ —

cH□ g2
1
þ3g2

2

6
tr½ϵ†NϵN �Lþ 2tr½cW†cW �L g2

1
−g2

2

2
tr½ϵ†NϵN �Lþ 2tr½cW†cW �L — —

cHD 2g2
2

3
tr½ϵ†NϵN �Lþ 16tr½cW†cW �L 2g22tr½ϵ†NϵN �Lþ 16tr½cW†cW �L — —

TABLE V. The leading-order contribution to the WCs of the SMEFT, in four neutrino-mass models. In this table we display the
operators involving four leptons. Conventions as in Tables III and IV.

WCs Seesaw I Seesaw III Zee Leptoquarks

cllabcd g2
1
−g2

2

24
ðϵ†NϵNÞabδcdL

þ g2
1
−g2

2

24
δabðϵ†NϵNÞcdL

þ g2
2

12
ðϵ†NϵNÞadδcbL

þ g2
2

12
δadðϵ†NϵNÞcbL

þ2ðcW†ÞacðcWÞbdL

3g2
1
þg2

2

24
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabδcdL

þ 3g2
1
þg2

2

24
δabðϵ†ΣϵΣÞcdL

− g2
2

12
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞadδcbL

− g2
2

12
δadðϵ†ΣϵΣÞcbL

þ2ðcW†ÞacðcWÞbdL

ðϵ†δÞacðϵδÞdb g2
1

6
ðϵ†DϵDÞabδcdLþ g2

1

6
δabðϵ†DϵDÞcdL

þ g2
2

2
ðϵ†LϵLÞadδbcLþ g2

2

2
δadðϵ†LϵLÞcbL

þ g2
1
−3g2

2

12
ðϵ†LϵLÞabδcdLþ g2

1
−3g2

2

12
δabðϵ†LϵLÞcdL

cleabcd g2
1

6
ðϵ†NϵNÞabδcdL g2

1

2
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabδcdL − 1

2
ðϵ†2Þadðϵ2Þcb 3

2
ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞadðyeÞcbLþ 3

2
ðy†eÞadðϵ†Ry�uϵLÞcbL

þ g2
1

3
ðϵ†LϵLÞabδcdLþ 2g2

1

3
ðϵ†DϵDÞabδcdL

þ 2g2
1

3
δabðϵ†RϵRÞcdL

ceeabcd — — g2
1

3
ðϵ2ϵ†2ÞabδcdLþ g2

1

3
δabðϵ2ϵ†2ÞcdL 2g2

1

3
ðϵ†RϵRÞabδcdLþ 2g2

1

3
δabðϵ†RϵRÞcdL
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Ltree
III ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p

v
ðϵTΣμΣϵΣÞabQW

ab
þ 1

2v2
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabð3QHlð1Þ

ab
þQHlð3Þ

ab
Þ

þ 2

v2
ðϵ†ΣϵΣy†eÞabQeH

ab
: ð22Þ

Integrating out the scalars H2 and δ of the Zee model,

Ltree
Zee ¼

2ϵ�λ
v2

ðϵ†2ÞabQeH
ab
þ 2

v2
ðϵ†δÞacðϵδÞdbQ ll

abcd

−
1

v2
ðϵ2Þadðϵ†2ÞcbQ le

abcd
þ 2jϵλj2

v2
QH: ð23Þ

Integrating out the leptoquarks D and S,

Ltree
LQ ¼ 1

2v2
ðϵ†LÞacðϵLÞdbðQlqð1Þ

abcd
−Qlqð3Þ

abcd
Þ

þ 1

4v2
ðϵ†LÞacðϵRÞdbðQlequð3Þ

abcd
−4Qlequð1Þ

abcd
Þ

þ 1

v2
ðϵ†RÞacðϵRÞdbQ eu

abcd
−
1

v2
ðϵ†DÞadðϵDÞcbQ ld

abcd
: ð24Þ

The operators induced at tree level may mix into other
operators via one-loop diagrams. The full set of one-loop
RGEs for the SMEFT WCs are listed in [29,39,40]. We
employed them to identify the WCs generated via operator
mixing, and to extract the corresponding one-loop leading-
log contributions in the four models.
In the Zee and the LQ models, the dim-5 Weinberg WC

arises from finite one-loop diagrams, which we evaluated

TABLE VI. The leading-order contribution to the WCs of the SMEFT, in four neutrino-mass models. In this table we display the
operators involving two leptons and two quarks. Conventions as in Tables III and IV.

WCs Seesaw I Seesaw III Zee Leptoquarks

clqð1Þabcd
− 1

4
ðϵ†NϵNÞabðy†uyuÞcdL
− g2

1

36
ðϵ†NϵNÞabδcdL

− 3
4
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabðy†uyuÞcdL
− g2

1

12
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabδcdL

2g2
1

9
ðϵ†δϵδÞabδcdL

− g2
1

9
ðϵ†2ϵ2ÞabδcdL

1
4
ðϵ†LÞacðϵLÞdb

clqð3Þabcd
− 1

4
ðϵ†NϵNÞabðy†uyuÞcdL
þ g2

2

12
ðϵ†NϵNÞabδcdL

1
4
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabðy†uyuÞcdL
− g2

2

12
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabδcdL

2g2
2

3
ðϵ†δϵδÞabδcdL − 1

4
ðϵ†LÞacðϵLÞdb

cqeabcd — — − g2
1

9
δabðϵ2ϵ†2ÞcdL

1
2
ðϵ�LyTe ÞacðyTuϵRÞbdL
þ 1

2
ðy†uϵ�RÞacðϵLy†eÞbdL

þ 1
2
ðy†uϵ�RÞacðyTuϵRÞwdL
− g2

1

3
ðϵ�LϵTLÞabδcdL

− 2g2
1

9
δabðϵ†RϵRÞcdL

cluabcd
1
2
ðϵ†NϵNÞabðyuy†uÞcdL
− g2

1

9
ðϵ†NϵNÞabδcdL

3
2
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabðyuy†uÞcdL
− g2

1

3
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabδcdL

8g2
1

9
ðϵ†δϵδÞabδcdL

− 4g2
1

9
ðϵ†2ϵ2ÞabδcdL

1
2
ðϵ†LyTu ÞacðϵRyeÞdbL

þ 1
2
ðϵ†LyTu Þacðy�uϵLÞdbL

þ 1
2
ðy†eϵ†RÞacðy�uϵLÞdbL

− 2g2
1

9
ðϵ†LϵLÞabδcdL

− 4g2
1

9
ðϵ†DϵDÞabδcdL

− g2
1

3
δabðϵ�RϵTRÞcdL

cldabcd g2
1

18
ðϵ†NϵNÞabδcdL g2

1

6
ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabδcdL − 4g2

1

9
ðϵ†δϵδÞabδcdL

þ 2g2
1

9
ðϵ†2ϵ2ÞabδcdL

− 1
2
ðϵ†DÞadðϵDÞcb

ceuabcd — — − 4g2
1

9
ðϵ2ϵ†2ÞabδcdL

1
2
ðϵ†RÞacðϵRÞdb

cedabcd — — 2g2
1

9
ðϵ2ϵ†2ÞabδcdL 2g2

1

3
δabðϵDϵ†DÞcdL

þ 4g2
1

9
ðϵ†RϵRÞabδcdL

clequð1Þabcd
— — 2tr½y†eϵ2�ðϵ†2Þabðy†uÞcdL − 1

2
ðϵ†LÞacðϵRÞdb

clequð3Þabcd
— — — 1

8
ðϵ†LÞacðϵRÞdb

cledqabcd
— — 2tr½y†eϵ2�ðϵ†2ÞabðydÞcdL −3ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞabðydÞcdL − ðϵ†DydÞadðϵDy†eÞcbL

þðϵ†LyTd ÞacðϵLy†eÞdbLþ ðϵ†LyTd ÞacðyTuϵRÞdbL
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explicitly. Similarly, the dim-6 lepton dipole WCs are one-
loop finite in the Zee model as well as in the type-I and -III
seesaw models. Since these WCs are crucial for phenom-
enology, we determined them by an explicit one-loop
matching computation. We used PACKAGE-X [41] to
cross-check some of our computations.
The leading-order contributions to the WCs in the four

models are displayed in Tables III (two leptons, no quarks),
IV (Higgs only), V (four leptons), and VI (two leptons, two
quarks). More precisely, the 27 WCs listed across the tables
are those generated either at tree level or at one-loop leading-
log level, in at least one of the four models, with one
exception: we did not display WCs of operators involving
quarks but not leptons. This is because in our subsequent
phenomenological analysis we focus predominantly on
leptonic observables, which are more constraining. In the
case of theWeinberg and the dipole operators (Table III) we
also reported the one-loop finite piece of theWCs, when it is
the leading contribution.One should be aware that any linear
combination of WCs, which vanishes according to our
tables, is generally nonzero at the next subleading order
(one more loop, or one less log).
The derivation of the EFTs of the four models under

consideration has been partially completed in the literature.
The tree-level computation has been performed for all cases
(see, e.g., [30] for a general tree-level analysis). Our results
[17] for the one-loop leading-log WCs in the type-I seesaw
model was confirmed by the recent analysis [42], which
actually performs the full one-loop matching for this
model. Our result [17] for the one-loop finite WCs of
the dipole operators in the type-I seesaw agrees with [43].
In the case of the type-III seesaw, our results for the one-
loop WCs are new. For the Zee model, the dim-6 WCs are
generated either by the singlet scalar δ, or by the second
Higgs doublet H2. The one-loop matching of the SM
extended by δ was performed in [44]: we agree with their
results at leading-log order and with their one-loop finite
dipole WCs. We here provided the complete set of WCs for
a quark-phobic H2 at one-loop leading-log order. The WCs
of bosonic operators in a two-Higgs-doublet model have
been matched at one loop in [45]. The one-loop matching
of the SM extended by S was performed in [46] and the
matching of the SM augmented by both the S and D was
completed by [22]. We find general agreement, except for
the one-loop finite contribution of the LQ D to ceB in [22],
see the discussion around Eq. (75). We also agree with the
literature for the one-loop finite Weinberg operator WC in
the Zee and LQ models.

B. Matching at the electroweak scale

The SMEFTWCs displayed in Tables III–VI are pertinent
before electroweak symmetry breaking. In order to make
contact with experiments performed at energies well below
the electroweak scale v, one has to match onto the low-
energy EFT (LEFT), by integrating out electroweak-scale

states, namely the h,Z, andW bosons and the top quark, and
then run down to the scale relevant to each experiment.
Just as for the SMEFT, we are interested in the leading

contribution to each LEFT WC. The expansion in the
number of couplings and logarithms proceeds analogously
to the SMEFT case detailed above. The typical logarithm is
logðv=mfÞ for an experiment whose relevant energy scale is
the light-fermion mass mf. The tree-level matching of the
SMEFT onto the LEFT is relatively straightforward, and it
is outlined, e.g., in Ref. [47], wherein the LEFT basis is also
defined. The one-loop RGEs for the LEFT have been
compiled in [48]. For compactness we do not list all the
LEFT WCs that arise at leading order in the four models
under investigation. In Sec. IV we will rather provide
specific combinations of LEFT WCs, when relevant for a
given observable.
Let us discuss some general, relevant features of the

LEFT, the effective theory of leptons and light quarks with
gauge symmetry SUð3Þc × Uð1Þem. Since QCD and QED
conserve lepton and baryon numbers, flavor and CP, the
violations of these symmetries reside entirely in the WCs
determined by the matching at electroweak scale. While
different scalar and tensor-current four-fermion operators
mix under the RGEs, neither mix with vector-current
four-fermion operators: this is relevant, e.g., for the
μ → e conversion rate, see Eq. (57). We note that no
other LEFT operator mixes into the operator OV;LL

νe;abba≡
ðνLaγμνLbÞðēLbγμeLaÞ, which interferes with the SM ampli-
tude forla → lbνaν̄b. Aswill be discussed in Sec. IVA, this
process is used to measure GF, which leads to several
stringent bounds on the parameter space of our four models.
The electromagnetic dipole operator, Oeγ

ab ≡
ðv= ffiffiffi

2
p Þl̄aσμνPRlbFμν, deserves special treatment. We

adopt the normalization LLEFT ⊃ ð2=v2ÞceγabOeγ
ab þ H:c:,

consistent with our SMEFT conventions introduced at
the start of Sec. II. First, ceγ receives a UV contribution
from the matching of the SMEFT dipole operators,

ceγðUVÞab ¼ cwceBab − swceWab : ð25Þ

Here ceB;eW are evaluated at the scale v, therefore they may
include contributions both from one-loop diagrams at the
new physics scale M, and from mixing with other SMEFT
operators as one runs from M to v.
Second, matching at the scale v may provide a further

correction to ceγ of a comparable size. In particular,
SMEFT operators that do not mix into the dipole may
still provide a finite one-loop contribution to the dipole,
implying a significant constraint on their WC. Indeed, the

SMEFT operators Qð1Þ
Hl , Q

ð3Þ
Hl , and QHe modify the cou-

plings of leptons to the gauge bosons, W and Z, see, e.g.,
Eqs. (40)–(42) for the shift in the Z couplings. As a
consequence, the SM one-loop electroweak contribution to
the dipole, ceγðSMÞ, is shifted by [49]
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ceγðIRÞab ¼ e
48π2

h
ð4s2w − 2ÞcHlð1Þy†e þ ð3þ 4s2wÞcHlð3Þy†e þ 4s2wy

†
ecHe

i
ab
: ð26Þ

Since cHlð1Þ, cHlð3Þ, and cHe can be generated at tree level at scale M, ceγðIRÞ can be of the same order as ceγðUVÞ. There are
also contributions to ceγðIRÞ proportional to ðcW†cWy†eÞ from two insertions of the Weinberg operator; however, these are
completely negligible as neutrino masses are tiny. Next, the running from the electroweak scale down to a light-fermion
mass scale mf generates a contribution to the dipole WC from mixing of other LEFT operators [48],

ceγðIR;logÞab ¼ e
8π2

h
−4cT;RRed

abcd
ðydÞdc þ 8cT;RReu

abcd
ðyuÞdc þ cS;RRee

adcb
ðyeÞdc

i
log

v
mf

: ð27Þ

The tree-level matching of the SMEFT onto these LEFT operators reads

cT;RRed ¼ 0; cT;RReu
abcd

¼ −clequð3Þabcd ; cS;RRee
abcd

¼ −
v2

2m2
h

h
ceHab ðy†eÞcd þ ðy†eÞabceHcd

i
: ð28Þ

The size of ceγðIR;logÞ may be comparable to ceγðUVÞ and/or
ceγðIRÞ if at least one of these SMEFT WCs is induced at
tree level. In summary, our full EFT result for ceγ is
obtained by adding the contributions in Eqs. (25)–(27).
There may be also a nonperturbative contribution to ceγ ,

at scales μ ≲ 2 GeV, from operators involving leptons and
light quarks, see, e.g., [50]. This term will not be relevant
for our phenomenological discussion, as we will not
consider new physics coupled to light quarks.4 Note that,
in some new physics models, some two-loop contributions
to ceγ may also be relevant, even sometimes dominant: in
particular, we will include them when we address the
phenomenology of the Zee model in Sec. V B. Finally, let
us also remark that, at the charged-lepton mass scale,
besides the ceγ contribution, there may be LEFT four-
lepton operators that give a one-loop finite contribution to
dipole transitions [51], as we will see in Sec. IV E.
Except for the electromagnetic dipole operator, we will

neglect one-loop finite contributions as well as two-loop
corrections, as they provide only subleading contributions
to the WCs of the other relevant LEFT operators.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON
LEPTONIC OPERATORS

In this section, we derive general bounds on combina-
tions of WCs. We focus mainly on leptonic observables, for
the following reasons: (i) new physics that induces neutrino
masses necessarily modifies the lepton sector, therefore one
expects effects in other leptonic observables; (ii) constraints
from lepton experiments are outstanding, e.g., the precision
measurements of Z-boson couplings to leptons [52], and
the stringent bounds on lepton flavor violation (LFV), most
notably in μ → e transitions [53–56]; (iii) in the near future
one expects significantly better sensitivities, as well as tests

of current anomalies, e.g., in the muon anomalous magnetic
moment, aμ ≡ ðg − 2Þμ=2 [57–59].5

One can place a bound on the combination of WCs
corresponding to each given observable. In principle, these
combinations may depend on the full set of SMEFT WCs.
However, we will take into account only the subset of
SMEFT WCs listed in Tables III–VI (and the correspond-
ing subset of LEFT WCs that they match onto), which are
those relevant for our models. In fact, many lepton
observables only depend on this subset of WCs, and in
this case our expressions apply to any UV model: this
occurs for all flavor-violating observables, as well as for the
Fermi constant GF, the GF-universality tests, and the
electric dipole moments. The other flavor-conserving
observables may be affected, in a generic UV model, by
the redefinition of the gauge-boson wave functions, the
gauge couplings, and the weak mixing angle, due to the
SMEFT operators QHB;QHW;QHWB: since we neglect
those, our expressions will not be fully general for mZ,
s2w, the rate for Z → lþ

a l−
a , and the magnetic dipole

moments al, but they will still apply to our set of models.
A compact summary of most bounds is provided in
Table VII. For a few observables, the relevant combination
of WCs is too lengthy to fit in the table, so we will display it
in the main text. The constraints are all on dim-6 WCs,
since the coefficient of the Weinberg operator is already
required to be very small by neutrino masses,
cW ∼ ð ffiffiffi

2
p

=vÞmν ≲ 10−12. We do not consider operators
with a dimension larger than six.
Our analysis has a significant overlap with previous

articles discussing constraints on dim-6 WCs, see in
particular Refs. [61–68]. We do improve some bounds,

4In principle, this contribution could be significant in the LQ
model if generic couplings to light quarks were considered.

5The existence of a discrepancy between the SM prediction of
aμ and its experimental determination has recently been ques-
tioned by a new lattice QCD calculation of the hadronic vacuum
polarization contribution to aμ [60]. However, this result is
intriguingly in tension with the calculation of that same con-
tribution using dispersion relations, as reviewed in [58].
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e.g., the contribution to the magnetic dipole moment in
Eq. (56) seems to have been overlooked in previous
literature, and we provide a perhaps more complete compi-
lation of constraints in a coherent EFT framework. The
model-independent bounds onWCs obtained in this section
can be applied straightforwardly to a given UV model. We
will specialize them to the WCs of the four neutrino-mass
models, derived in Sec. III, in order to study their phenom-
enology in Sec. V.

A. Corrections to mZ and GF and their implications

Three precisely measured parameters, the mass of the Z
boson mZ, the Fermi constant GF, and the electromagnetic
coupling α, are the inputs to compute the SM predictions
for other electroweak observables. Therefore, the EFT
operators that shift these parameters modify, in turn, the

predictions for the derived observables. A contribution to
the Z-boson mass, i.e., a ZμZμ term, arises from cHD,

m2
Z ≃m2

Z;0ð1þ cHDÞ; ð29Þ
where mZ is the physical mass extracted from experiments,
whilem2

Z;0 ¼ ðg21 þ g22Þv2=4 is the usual combination of SM
parameters.We neglect other SMEFToperators shiftingmZ,
namely QHB, QHW , and QHWB, as they are not generated in
our models at tree level, nor at one-loop leading-log order.
The Fermi constant, extracted from the measurement of the
width of muon decay, μ → νμeν̄e, is given by

GF ≃GF;0ð1 − cGÞ;
cG ≡ clleμμe þ cllμeeμ − 2cHlð3Þ

ee − 2cHlð3Þ
μμ ; ð30Þ

where GF;0 ≡ 1=ð ffiffiffi
2

p
v2Þ.

TABLE VII. Experimental constraints on the leptonic WCs. The expected future bounds are in parentheses. The definitions of cG and
ceγ;obs are given in Eqs. (30) and (52). The WCs cHlð1;3Þ and cHe with no subscript are averaged over flavor, as defined below Eq. (34).
Bounds on a few additional observables (l−

a → l−
bl

þ
b l

−
b , l

−
a → l−

bl
þ
b l

−
c and μ → e conversion in nuclei) depend on more lengthy

combinations of WCs, and are discussed in the text (Secs. IV D and IVG, respectively). In the last column we provide the confidence
level for each bound or, if more specification is needed, the section where the bound is derived.

Observable Bound C.L.

mW 0.23cG − 0.77cHD ∈ ½−0.6; 13� × 10−4 [69] IVA
s2w cHD − cG − 1.40cHlð1þ3Þ − 1.62cHe ∈ ½−6.1; 9.1� × 10−4 [52,70] 2σ
Gμτ

F =Geτ
F cllτeeτ þ clleττe − cllτμμτ − cllμττμ þ 2cHlð3Þ

μμ − 2cHlð3Þ
ee ∈ ½−1.0; 4.6� × 10−3 [71] 2σ

Geτ
F =GF clleμμe þ cllμeeμ − clleττe − cllτeeτ þ 2cHlð3Þ

ττ − 2cHlð3Þ
μμ ∈ ½−1.9; 4.1� × 10−3 [71] 2σ

Gμτ
F =GF cllμeeμ þ clleμμe − cllμττμ − cllτμμτ þ 2cHlð3Þ

ττ − 2cHlð3Þ
ee ∈ ½−1.5; 6.0� × 10−3 [71] IVA

h → eμ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jceHeμ j2 þ jceHμe j2

q
≲ 1.6ð0.8Þ × 10−4 [72] ([73]) 95%

h → eτ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jceHeτ j2 þ jceHτe j2

p ≲ 9.6ð3.6Þ × 10−4 [74] ([73]) 95%
h → μτ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jceHμτ j2 þ jceHτμ j2

q
≲ 8.0ð3.6Þ × 10−4 [74] ([73]) 95%

Z → eμ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ j2 þ jcHe

eμ j2 þ 1
2
jswceBeμ þ cwceWeμ j2 þ 1

2
jswceBμe þ cwceWμe j2

q
≲ 1.2 × 10−3 [75]

95%

Z → eτ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jcHlð1Þ

eτ þ cHlð3Þ
eτ j2 þ jcHe

eτ j2 þ 1
2
jswceBeτ þ cwceWeτ j2 þ 1

2
jswceBτe þ cwceWτe j2

q
≲ 3.1 × 10−3 [76]

95%

Z → μτ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jcHlð1Þ

μτ þ cHlð3Þ
μτ j2 þ jcHe

μτ j2 þ 1
2
jswceBμτ þ cwceWμτ j2 þ 1

2
jswceBτμ þ cwceWτμ j2

q
≲ 3.5 × 10−3 [76]

95%

Z → eþe− 1.19ðcG − cHDÞ þ 4.27ðcHlð1Þ
ee þ cHlð3Þ

ee Þ − 3.68cHe
ee ∈ ½−4.2; 2.0� × 10−3 [52,70] 2σ

Z → μþμ− 1.19ðcG − cHDÞ þ 4.27ðcHlð1Þ
μμ þ cHlð3Þ

μμ Þ − 3.68cHe
μμ ∈ ½−4.7; 4.3� × 10−3 [52,70] 2σ

Z → τþτ− 1.19ðcG − cHDÞ þ 4.27ðcHlð1Þ
ττ þ cHlð3Þ

ττ Þ − 3.68cHe
ττ ∈ ½−2.2; 8.2� × 10−3 [52,70] 2σ

Nν 0.58ðcHD − cGÞ þ 11.1cHe − 24.8cHlð1Þ − 0.82cHlð3Þ ∈ ½−0.019; 0.011� [52,70,77] 2σ
τ− → e−μþe− jcleeτeμj2 þ jcleeμeτj2 þ 2jclleτeμ þ clleμeτj2 þ 2jceeeτeμ þ ceeeμeτj2 ≲ 8.4ð0.2Þ × 10−8 [78] ([79]) 90%
τ− → μ−eþμ− jcleμτμej2 þ jcleμeμτj2 þ 2jcllμτμe þ cllμeμτj2 þ 2jceeμτμe þ ceeμeμτj2 ≲ 9.5ð0.2Þ × 10−8 [78] ([79]) 90%
μ → eγ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jceγ;obseμ j2 þ jceγ;obsμe j2

q
≲ 6.4ð2.4Þ × 10−12 [53] ([80])

90%

τ → eγ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jceγ;obseτ j2 þ jceγ;obsτe j2

q
≲ 7.1ð2.1Þ × 10−8 [81] ([79])

90%

τ → μγ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jceγ;obsμτ j2 þ jceγ;obsτμ j2

q
≲ 8.2ð1.2Þ × 10−8 [81] ([79])

90%

ae jReceγ;obsee j≲ 3 × 10−8 [82–84] IV F
aμ Re½ceγ;obsμμ þ 4.3 × 10−7ðcG − cHDÞ� ∈ ½−0.5; 4.6� × 10−7 [58,59] IV F
de jImceγ;obsee j ≲ 1.5 × 10−14 [85] 90%
dμ jImceγ;obsμμ j ≲ 2.5 × 10−4 [86] 95%
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The EFT shift of the electromagnetic coupling α depends
on the experiment chosen to define it. For example, if one
starts from the measurement of the electron anomalous
magnetic moment, ae [82], there is a (small) shift in α
proportional to yeRec

eγ
ee. Then, one can compare with the

value of α extracted from atomic-frequency measurements.
There is currently a significant discrepancy between the
cesium [83] and rubidium [84] determinations. Even includ-
ing large systematics to accommodate this discrepancy,
the new physics contribution cannot exceed roughly
jΔaej≲ 10−12, which corresponds to an extremely stringent
constraint, jReceγeej ≲ 3 × 10−8. Since all other observables
that wewill consider aremeasuredwithmuch less precision,
from now on we can safely neglect the EFT shift in α.
Let us come to observables derived from mZ, GF, and α.

The (tree-level) SM predictions for the W-boson mass and
the weak mixing angle can be written as

m2
W ¼m2

Z

2

�
1þ

�
1−

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
πα

GFm2
Z

�1=2�
; sin22θw¼

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
πα

GFm2
Z
:

ð31Þ

On the other hand, the EFT prediction mW;0 is obtained
from an analogous expression but with mZ → mZ;0 and
GF → GF;0. One obtains

mW;0 ≃mW

�
1þ s2wcG − c2wcHD

2ð1 − 2s2wÞ
�
; ð32Þ

where mW ¼ 80.3505� 0.0077 [69] is the SM prediction
(including radiative corrections). Note that there is no dim-6
operator in the SMEFT that can induce a mass termWμWμ.
One should therefore directly matchmW;0 (without a further
shift) to the measured value. After the recent mW measure-
ment performed by the CDF experiment [87], a conservative
global average of experiments gives mW;exp ¼ 80.413�
0.015 GeV [69] in 3.7σ tension with the SM. We conserva-
tively allow formW;exp − 4σ ≤ mW;0 ≤ mW;exp þ 2σ in order
not to exclude newphysicsmodels that negligibly affectmW .
The resulting bound is reported in Table VII.
Similarly, the EFT prediction for the weak mixing angle

is given by

s2w;0 ≃ s2w

�
1þ c2wðcHD − cGÞ

1 − 2s2w

�
: ð33Þ

In the following, we shall employ s2w;0 in the expression of
observables depending on the weak mixing angle. The
mixing angle can be extracted from the measurement of
different observables. In general, each such observable will
receive a specific correction from the EFTWCs, so one can
write schematically s2w;exp ¼ s2w;0 þ Δs2w;0. As an example,
let us consider the effective leptonic weak mixing angle. It
is customary to introduce an effective angle for each SM

fermion species by an appropriate combination of Z
couplings to fermions, s̄2f ≡ ðgVf =gAf − 1Þ=4Qf, where

gV;Af are defined by Eq. (39) and Qf is the electric charge.
LEP measured the effective leptonic weak mixing angle
from various asymmetries in Z decays: s̄2l;exp ¼ 0.23153�
0.00004 [52,70]. We can compute this quantity by
(i) inserting s2w;0 in the SM expression for gV;Al and
(ii) adding the corrections to the Z couplings to charged
leptons, given in Eqs. (40) and (41).6 Note we are taking
into account only the subset of SMEFT operators listed in
Table II. We thus obtain

s̄2l;exp≃s2w;0−2s2w;0ðcHlð1Þ þcHlð3ÞÞ−ð1−2s2w;0ÞcHe; ð34Þ

where cHlð1Þ ≡P
a c

Hlð1Þ
aa =3 and similarly for the other

WCs, as the LEP measurement assumes lepton universality.
Now, we can use Eq. (33) to rewrite s2w;0 as a function of s

2
w,

the latter being the SM prediction at tree level. Finally, in
order to include SM radiative corrections, we replace
s2w → s̄2l, where s̄2l ¼ 0.23148� 0.00012 is the full SM
prediction from [88]. By comparing s̄2l;exp with s̄

2
l we obtain

a bound on a combination of WCs, reported in Table VII.
Just as the muon decay is modified by the EFToperators,

so too are the decays τ → ντlaν̄a for a ¼ e, μ. This leads to
a shift in the corresponding Fermi constant, Gaτ

F , analogous
to that of Eq. (30). Then the ratio of two effective Fermi
constants at leading order is given by

Gab
F

Gac
F
−1≃cllaccaþcllcaac−cllabba−cllbaabþ2cHlð3Þ

bb −2cHlð3Þ
cc :

ð35Þ

Precise experimental determinations of these ratios provide
bounds on the associated combination of WCs, for different
values of a, b, c, see Table VII. We considered 2σ limits,
except for the constraint from Gμτ

F =GF, where there is a
∼2σ discrepancy between data and the SM prediction: in
that case we allowed for a 3σ deviation in the direction of
the SM so as to not rule out vanishing WCs.
The effects of the EFT shift in mZ and GF propagates to

other observables, as will be discussed in the following
when relevant.

B. Higgs boson decays

The Higgs boson couplings to charged leptons can be
written as

6Ours is just a rough estimate, as the LEP measurement
actually involves a combination of various (both quark and
lepton) asymmetries. It is difficult to consistently model all
EFT corrections to the experimental value; still, we expect that
Eq. (34) captures the correct size of the leading EFT correction in
our models.
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Lh ¼ −
1ffiffiffi
2

p lahðYeÞabPLlb þ H:c: ð36Þ

There are two EFT effects: first, ceH modifies the Higgs
coupling to charged leptons and the charged lepton mass
matrix; second, cH□ and cHD modify the Higgs kinetic
term. The effective Higgs-charged lepton coupling is
consequently modified to

ðYeÞab≃
ffiffiffi
2

p
ma

v

�
1þ2cH□−

1

2
cHD

�
δab−2ðceHÞ†ab ð37Þ

at OðcÞ in the EFT. The rate of LFV Higgs decays is
(a ≠ b)

Γðh → lalbÞ≡ Γðh → lþ
a l−

b Þ þ Γðh → l−
al

þ
b Þ

≃
mh

4π
ðjceHab j2 þ jceHba j2Þ: ð38Þ

Comparing with current bounds [72,74] and future limits
expected of the HL-LHC [73] lead to the constraints given
in Table VII. The constraints from flavor-conserving Higgs
decays are too weak to set any useful bound on the
associated WCs.

C. Z-boson decays

TheZ-boson couplings to fermions can be parametrized by

LZ ¼ −
e

2swcw
ZμfaγμðgVf;ab − gAf;abγ5Þfb: ð39Þ

In the SM, gVf;ab ¼ ½T3ðfLÞ − 2s2wQðfÞ�δab and gAf;ab ¼
T3ðfLÞδab at tree level. These effective couplings are modi-
fied by EFT operators in two ways. First, cHlð1;3Þ and cHe

generate explicit corrections in the Lagrangian, namely

δgVl;ab ¼ −cHlð1Þ
ab − cHlð3Þ

ab − cHe
ab ; ð40Þ

δgAl;ab ¼ −cHlð1Þ
ab − cHlð3Þ

ab þ cHe
ab ; ð41Þ

δgVν;ab ¼ δgAν;ab ¼ cHlð3Þ
ab − cHlð1Þ

ab : ð42Þ

Second, in the SM expression for gVf;ab one should shift s
2
w to

s2w;0, given by Eq. (33). The rate for flavor-violatingZ decays
to charged leptons is then

ΓðZ → lalbÞ≡ ΓðZ → lþ
a l−

b Þ þ ΓðZ → l−
al

þ
b Þ

≃
ffiffiffi
2

p
m3

ZGF

3π

�
jcHlð1Þ

ab þ cHlð3Þ
ab j2 þ jcHe

ab j2 þ
1

2
jswceBab þ cwceWab j2 þ

1

2
jswceBba þ cwceWba j2

�
: ð43Þ

Comparing with bounds from the LHC leads to the constraints in Table VII. In the flavor-violating decays considered above,
the shifts of mZ and GF enter in the partial width only at Oðc3Þ, and thus we neglect them.
In contrast, flavor-conserving Z-decay rates are modified atOðcÞ, both by corrections to gV;Al and by the shift of an overall

factorm2
ZGF → m2

Z;0GF;0 (such factor stands for the combination of SMcouplings that enter the decay rate, while the additional
power ofmZ in the decay rate is due to kinematics; therefore it is not shifted). Combining thevarious EFTmodifications leads to

ΓðZ → lþ
a l−

a Þ ≃ ΓðZ → lþ
a l−

a ÞSM
�
1þ 1 − 2s2w − 4s4w

ð1 − 2s2wÞð1 − 4s2w þ 8s4wÞ
ðcG − cHDÞ

þ 4 − 8s2w
1 − 4s2w þ 8s4w

ðcHlð1Þ
aa þ cHlð3Þ

aa Þ − 8s2w
1 − 4s2w þ 8s4w

cHe
aa

�
: ð44Þ

From this expression we obtain the limits listed in Table VII.
The effective number of neutrinos is defined by [52]

Nν ≡
X

ab¼e;μ;τ

ΓðZ → νaνbÞ
ΓðZ → νcνcÞSM

ΓðZ → lþ
c l−

c ÞSM
ΓðZ → lþ

c l−
c Þ

; ð45Þ

where c stands for a single flavor (no sum). Since in [52] the decays into charged leptons are assumed to be flavor universal,
we define ΓðZ → lþ

c l−
c Þ as the average over the three flavors. The ratio of Z decay widths in Eq. (45) is affected by the shift

in the Z couplings to leptons, given in Eqs. (40)–(42), and by the shift of s2w to s2w;0, in the SM expression for gVl;cc. Then, the
prediction for Nν at OðcÞ is given by

Nν¼3−
12s2wc2wð1−4s2wÞ

ð1−2s2wÞð1−4s2wþ8s4wÞ
ðcG−cHDÞþ 8

1−4s2wþ8s4w

X
a

h
s2wcHe

aa −ð1−3s2wþ4s4wÞcHlð1Þ
aa −s2wð1−4s2wÞcHlð3Þ

aa

i
: ð46Þ
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We note that the value of Nν measured at LEP had a
longstanding 2σ tension with the SM [52]. However, an
updated calculation of the Bhabha scattering cross section
has recently reduced the disagreement to only 0.5σ [77],
leading to the constraint in Table VII.
We focused on Z-boson decays while neglecting W-

boson decays, since the former are measured with better
precision by a factor of a few compared to the latter [52,70].

D. Lepton decays into three charged leptons

Stringent constraints on LFV come from the experimen-
tal bounds on the decays of a charged lepton into three
charged leptons. There are three types of such decays,
l−
a → l−

bl
þ
b l

−
b , l

−
a → l−

bl
þ
b l

−
c , and l−

a → l−
bl

þ
c l−

b , where
a ≠ b ≠ c. These processes are induced at tree level in the
SMEFT by four-lepton operators, as well as by two-lepton
operators involving Higgs fields or a gauge field strength,
see Refs. [61,67,89].
The process l−

a → l−
bl

þ
c l−

b violates flavor by two units;
therefore it is induced by four-lepton operators only, with
rate

Γðτ− → l−
bl

þ
c l−

b Þ ¼
m5

τ

384π3v4
ðjclebτbcj2 þ jclebcbτj2 þ 2jcllbτbc

þ cllbcbτj2 þ 2jceebτbc þ ceebcbτj2Þ: ð47Þ

The corresponding bounds are reported in Table VII. The
rates for l−

a → l−
bl

þ
b l

−
b and l−

a → l−
bl

þ
b l

−
c similarly

involve four-lepton WCs, as well as several other WCs.
The corresponding complete, lengthy combinations of
WCs can be found for instance in Refs. [61,67,89]. In
the context of each specific model, we will present the
simplified expression for these rates, and discuss the
associated restrictions on the parameter space. Current
(future expected) 90% C.L. experimental limits for these
decays are [54,78,79,90]

BRðμ− → e−eþe−Þ < 1 × 10−12ð1 × 10−16Þ; ð48Þ

BRðτ− → e−eþe−Þ < 27ð0.43Þ × 10−9;

BRðτ− → μ−μþμ−Þ < 21ð0.33Þ × 10−9; ð49Þ

BRðτ− → e−eþμ−Þ < 18ð0.3Þ × 10−9;

BRðτ− → μ−μþe−Þ < 27ð0.45Þ × 10−9: ð50Þ

E. Radiative charged-lepton decays

Some of the strongest bounds on new physics in the
lepton sector come from radiative charged-lepton decays.
The rate of la → lbγ decays is given by

BRðla → lbγÞ ≃
m3

a

2πv2Γa
ðjceγ;obsab j2 þ jceγ;obsba j2Þ; ð51Þ

where Γa is the total width of the charged lepton la. Here,
ceγ;obs is the effective combination of WCs that enters into
dipole observables. It is given by

ceγ;obsab ¼ ceγab −
e

16π2
cV;LRee
acdb

ðy†eÞcd: ð52Þ

The first term, the value of ceγ at the scale of the
decaying lepton mass, is given by the sum of the con-
tributions from Eqs. (25)–(27). The second term corre-
sponds (see, e.g., [51]) to the one-loop contribution to
dipole observables of a LEFT four-lepton operator,
OV;LR

ee;abcd ≡ ð2=v2ÞðlaγμPLlbÞðl̄cγ
μPRldÞ, whose match-

ing to the SMEFT reads

cV;LRee
abcd

¼cleabcdþ2s2wðcHlð1Þ þcHlð3ÞÞabδcd−ð1−2s2wÞδabcHe
cd :

ð53Þ

Comparing with experiments leads to the extremely strin-
gent bounds listed in Table VII, which are expected to be
strengthened by a factor of a few in the MEG upgrade (for
μ → eγ) [80] and at Belle-II (for τ → eγ; μγ) [79].

F. Magnetic and electric dipole moments

TheEFTmodifications to themagnetic and electric dipole
moments take two forms. First, there is the direct shift from
the electromagnetic (EM) dipole operator, given by

ΔaðEMÞ
a ≃

4
ffiffiffi
2

p
ma

ev
Re½ceγ;obsaa �; ð54Þ

ΔdðEMÞ
a ≃ −

2
ffiffiffi
2

p

v
Im½ceγ;obsaa �; ð55Þ

with ceγ;obs as in Eq. (52). Second, as theW and Z couplings
to leptons are corrected by the shift in theweakmixing angle,
given in Eq. (33), the SMone-loop electroweak contribution
to aa is correspondingly shifted by

ΔaEWa ≃
αm2

a

24πm2
W

3 − s2w − 4s4w
s2wð1 − 2s2wÞ

ðcG − cHDÞ: ð56Þ

Although the prefactor of the WCs in Eq. (56) is much
smaller than the prefactor of ceγ;obs in Eq. (54), one should
keep in mind that ceγ;obs is necessarily loop suppressed as
well as Yukawa suppressed.7 Thus, the two corrections in
Eqs. (54) and (56) could be of the same order. To the best of
our knowledge, the correction to the magnetic dipole
moment in Eq. (56) has been overlooked previously in
the literature, and it can potentially be a significant effect. In

7The required Yukawa coupling may not be small in some
specific models, for example it is yt ≃ 1 in the LQ model that we
consider, see Table III.
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principle, the shift in sw also affects the SMprediction for the
electric dipole moments; however, the experimental upper
limits are many orders of magnitude above the SM theo-
retical prediction.
We use experimental data on the electron and muon

dipole moments to place bounds on ceγ;obsee and ceγ;obsμμ , as
well as ðcG − cHDÞ, listed in Table VII. Since aexpμ is
currently 4.2σ larger than the SM prediction [58,59], with
aexpμ − aSMμ ¼ ð2.51� 0.59Þ × 10−9, we very conserva-
tively allow for aexpμ − 5σ ≤ aSMμ þ Δaμ ≤ aexpμ þ 2σ in
order not to exclude new physics models with a negligible

Δaμ. As already detailed in Sec. IVA, one can compare aexpe

with atomic-frequency measurements of α [83,84] to set a
bound on ceγ;obsee , which is also reported in Table VII.

G. μ → e conversion in nuclei

Beyond charged-lepton decays to three leptons and
radiative decays, the μ → e conversion in nuclei is a
third powerful low-energy test of charged-LFV. The con-
version rate is sensitive to several low-energy EFT coef-
ficients [91],

ΓN ¼ m5
μ

v4

���� vDNc
eγ�
μeffiffiffi

2
p

mμ

þ 4
X
i¼p;n

� X
q¼u;d;s

�
mi

mq
cS;Leq
eμ

fqSiS
i
N þ cV;Req

eμ
fqViV

i
N

�
þ

X
Q¼c;b;t

2mi

27mQ
cS;LeQ

eμ

�
1 −

X
q¼u;d;s

fqSi

�
SiN

�����
2

þm5
μ

v4

���� vDNc
eγ
eμffiffiffi

2
p

mμ

þ 4
X
i¼p;n

� X
q¼u;d;s

�
mi

mq
cS;Req
eμ

fqSiS
i
N þ cV;Leq

eμ
fqViV

i
N

�
þ

X
Q¼c;b;t

2mi

27mQ
cS;ReQ

eμ

�
1 −

X
q¼u;d;s

fqSi

�
SiN

�����
2

: ð57Þ

The nucleus-dependent form factors DN , SiN , and Vi
N are

given in Table 1 of [92], the nucleon form factors fqSi and

fqVi can be found, e.g., in [93], and cS=V;Xeψ
ab

are the WCs of

the operators

OS;X
eψ
ab

≡ 2

v2
ðlaPXlbÞðψ̄ψÞ;

OV;X
eψ
ab

≡ 2

v2
ðlaγνPXlbÞðψ̄γνψÞ; ð58Þ

for ψ ¼ q, Q. The evolution of the LEFT WCs from the
nucleon mass scale up to the electroweak scale is analyzed
in [93]. The matching of the SMEFT operators onto the
LEFT four-fermion operators can be found, e.g., in [47].
Note that at scale mQ (Q ¼ c, b, t), the operators involving
heavy quarks match at one loop onto ðlaPXlbÞGA

μνGAμν,
which couple the leptons to the gluon content of the
nucleons: this effect is accounted for by the second and
fourth lines of Eq. (57).
The best bounds on μ → e conversion come from experi-

ments with titanium [55] and gold [56], with BRðμAu →
eAuÞ < 7 × 10−13 and BRðμTi → eTiÞ < 4.3 × 10−12 at
90% C.L., where BRðμN → eNÞ≡ ΓN=Γ

capt
N with the

nucleus capture rates given in, e.g., Table 8 of [92]. The
strongest expected future limits are from conversions in
aluminium [94] and titanium [95,96], BRðμTi → eTiÞ <
10−18 and BRðμAl → eAlÞ < 10−16 at 90% C.L. It is not
very informative to translate experimental results into a
bound on the lengthy combination ofWCs given in Eq. (57).
We will rather present such bound in the context of each of
our fourmodels, where the conversion rate reduces to amore
compact expression. In principle, comparing the conversion
rates on different nuclei, it could be possible to disentangle

the variousWCs contributing to the rate [97].While Eq. (57)
provides the leading, spin-independent contribution to the
conversion rate, spin-dependent contributions may also be
exploited in order to provide constraints on a larger set of
WCs [98,99].

V. MODELS’ PHENOMENOLOGY

Having derived the leading order WCs of the four
neutrinos mass models we consider (summarized in
Tables III–VI), as well as the general bounds on the WCs
of the SMEFT (see Table VII), we can now proceed to study
the phenomenology. For eachmodelwewill demonstrate the
correlations between different observables and identify
which experimental bounds are the most constraining.

A. Type-I and -III seesaw

The type-I and -III seesaw mechanisms have identical
flavor structures, their only difference being the SUð2Þw
representation of the new fermions. We have previously
studied [17] the phenomenology of the type-I seesaw EFT
in detail. Here we will recall a few salient features of the
seesaw parameter space, holding for both types I and III,
then we will detail the qualitative differences between the
two. Finally we will show in Figs. 1–3 a comprehensive
compilation of the experimental constraints in the case of
type I (left panel) and type III (right panel).
Let us call n the number of sterile neutrinos NR (triplets

ΣR) in the type-I (III) seesaw. In both models, the light
neutrino mass matrix is proportional to cW ¼ ðϵTμϵÞ=2,
where ϵ and μ are defined in Eq. (5), and we drop the
subscript N or Σ whenever the discussion applies to both
types of seesaw. One needs n ≥ 2 to accommodate neutrino
oscillation data. The combination of parameters defined by
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FIG. 1. Bounds on the seesaw model of type I (left panel) and type III (right panel) in the e − μ sector. Constraints are shown as a
function of ðϵ†ϵÞee and ðϵ†ϵÞμμ. We have set ðϵ†ϵÞττ ¼ 0 and, in RGE-induced WCs proportional to logMi, we have taken
Mi ¼ 10 TeV. Constraints are from sw (pink), GF universality (red), Z → lþ

a l−
a (orange), mW (green), Nν (gray), aμ (black), h → eμ

(yellow), Z → eμ (brown), μ → eγ (blue), μ → eee (mustard), and μ → e conversion in nuclei (cyan). Note that τ flavor is conserved,
given the above choice of parameters. Current bounds are denoted by solid lines and shading: (a few) expected future bounds are
indicated by dashed lines. For mW in the type-I seesaw, we shaded in light green the 2σ region preferred by the current anomaly.

FIG. 2. Bounds on the seesaw model of type I (left panel) and type III (right panel) in the e − τ sector. Constraints are shown as a
function of ðϵ†ϵÞee and ðϵ†ϵÞττ. We have set ðϵ†ϵÞμμ ¼ 0 and, in RGE-induced WCs proportional to logMi, we have taken
Mi ¼ 10 TeV. Constraints are from sw (pink), GF universality (red), Z → lþ

a l−
a (orange), mW (green), Nν (gray), aμ (black), h → eτ

(yellow), Z → eτ (brown), τ → eγ (blue), τ → eee (mustard), and τ → μþμ−e (dark mustard). Note that μ flavor is conserved, given the
above choice of parameters. Current bounds are denoted by solid lines and shading: (a few) expected future bounds are indicated by
dashed lines. For mW in the type-I seesaw, we shaded in light green the 2σ region preferred by the current anomaly.
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cW is highly constrained by the tininess of neutrino masses;
therefore, one can safely neglect the ðcW†cWÞ terms in the
dim-6 WCs, as they are proportional to m2

ν. On the other
hand, the dim-6 WCs contain terms proportional to ðϵ†ϵÞ,
or its log-enhanced version, ðϵ† log½μ�ϵÞ, as shown in
Tables III–VI. For n ≥ 2 these combinations of parameters
are independent from cW , and they preserve lepton number
and may lead to a number of observable effects.
The flavor structure of the matrix ðϵ†ϵÞ is highly con-

strained in the limit cW → 0. It can be shown [17] that, for
n ¼ 2 or 3, the matrix is exactly factorized, ðϵ†ϵÞab ¼ λaλb,
where a; b ¼ e, μ, τ and λa;b can be taken real and
positive with no loss of generality. This implies that flavor-
violating entries are determined by flavor-conserving ones,
ðϵ†ϵÞab ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðϵ†ϵÞaaðϵ†ϵÞbb

p
. For n > 3, the equality is

relaxed to a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, jðϵ†ϵÞabj ≤ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðϵ†ϵÞaaðϵ†ϵÞbb

p
, therefore flavor-violating entries are still

bounded, and may actually be set to zero while (some)
flavor-violating entries remain large [17]. The analogous
relations hold for the matrix ðϵ† log½μ�ϵÞ as well. In view
of these general relations, it will be convenient to display
the experimental constraints in the planes ðϵ†ϵÞaa—ðϵ†ϵÞbb,
for ab ¼ eμ; eτ; μτ, see Figs. 1–3, respectively. The (maxi-
mal value of the) off-diagonal parameter ðϵ†ϵÞab is uniquely
determined by the diagonal ones for n ¼ 2, 3 (n > 3). In
this way the constraints from flavor-conserving observables
are correlated with those from LFV observables.
The different SUð2Þw structures of the type-I and type-III

seesaws are responsible for the discrepant values of the
WCs in their respective EFTs. The key difference concerns
the linear combination cHlð1Þ þ cHlð3Þ, which modifies
Z-boson couplings to charged leptons. In type I it arises
only at one loop, via RGE effects, while it is nonzero at tree
level in type III:

�
cHlð1Þ
ab þ cHlð3Þ

ab

	
type I

≃ −
1

16π2

�
g21 þ 17g22

12
ðϵ†NϵNÞab þ

g21 − g22
6

tr½ϵ†NϵN �δab
�
log

MN

v
;

�
cHlð1Þ
ab þ cHlð3Þ

ab

	
type III

≃ ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞab: ð59Þ

FIG. 3. Bounds on the seesaw model of type I (left panel) and type III (right panel) in the μ − τ sector. Constraints are shown as a
function of ðϵ†ϵÞμμ and ðϵ†ϵÞττ. We have set ðϵ†ϵÞee ¼ 0 and, in RGE-induced WCs proportional to logMi, we have taken
Mi ¼ 10 TeV. Constraints are from sw (pink), GF universality (red), Z → lþ

a l−
a (orange), mW (green), Nν (gray), aμ (black), h → μτ

(yellow), Z → μτ (brown), τ → μγ (blue), τ → μμμ (mustard), and τ → ðeþe−Þμ (dark mustard). Note that e flavor is conserved, given
the above choice of parameters. Current bounds are denoted by solid lines and shading: (a few) expected future bounds are indicated by
dashed lines. For mW in the type-I seesaw, we shaded in light green the 2σ region preferred by the current anomaly.
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As a consequence, several type-III rates are enhanced
relatively to type I, by about four orders of magnitude,
namely LFV Z decays, lepton-to-three-lepton decays and
μ → e conversion in nuclei, because at leading order these
processes are induced by the very same Zl̄alb coupling. A
second difference concerns the operator QeH, induced at
tree level in the type III and at one-loop leading-log in the
type I. However, this affects only the constraint from LFV
Higgs decays, which is not significant in either case.
Among the lepton observables we consider, only dipoles
(viz., dipole moments and radiative charged-lepton decays)
are loop suppressed in the type-III seesaw. In contrast, all
LFV processes are loop suppressed in the type-I case.
The constraints on the seesaw parameter space are derived

by inserting the seesawWCs, listed in Tables III–VI, into the
general expressions for the observables presented in Sec. IV.
For most observables, the combinations of WCs subject to
constraints are summarised in Table VII. Here we display
only the few additional constraints that did not fit in
that table.
Particularizing the μ → e conversion rate of Eq. (57) to

the case of the type-I seesaw, the leading contributions
come from the WCs

cV;Leu
eμ

¼
�
1

2
−
4

3
s2w

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ

þ 1

2
ðclqð1Þeμuu − clqð3Þeμuu þ clueμuuÞ; ð60Þ

cV;Led
eμ

¼
�
−
1

2
þ 2

3
s2w

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ

þ 1

2
ðclqð1Þeμdd þ clqð3Þeμdd þ cldeμddÞ: ð61Þ

Note we included the contributions of all relevant WCs
generated at one-loop leading-log order, except for cHe

eμ and
ceHeμ : the former is relatively suppressed by two powers of
ye, and the latter by a factor of mp;n=v, see Eq. (57). In the
type-III seesaw, the leading order WCs read simply

cV;Leu
eμ

¼
�
1

2
−
4

3
s2w

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ;

cV;Led
eμ

¼
�
−
1

2
þ 2

3
s2w

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ: ð62Þ

Here we retained only the vector-current WCs induced at
tree level (the scalar-current contribution is suppressed by a
factor of mp;n=v), as we are just interested in deriving the
most stringent constraint on ðϵΣ†ϵΣÞeμ.
Next, let us consider the upper bound on la → lblblb

decays [54,78,79,90]. In the type-I seesaw the rate is
given by

Γðla → lblblbÞ ≃
m5

a

384π3v4
ð2jcllabbb þ cllbbab − ð1 − 2s2wÞðcHlð1Þ

ab þ cHlð3Þ
ab Þj2 þ jcleabbb þ 2s2wðcHlð1Þ

ab þ cHlð3Þ
ab Þj2Þ; ð63Þ

where we dropped the doubly Yukawa-suppressed cHe
ab and ceHab contributions. The rate in Eq. (63) also applies to the type-III

seesaw; however, one can drop the cll and cle pieces as they are relatively loop suppressed with respect to ðcHlð1Þ
ba þ cHlð3Þ

ba Þ,
which is induced at tree level. Bounds on the seesaw parameters are obtained by comparing with the experimental
constraints listed in Sec. IV D. Finally, the rates for the τ → lþ

b l
−
blc decays [78,79] are, for the type-I and -III seesaw

models,

Γðτ→lþ
b l

−
blcÞ≃

m5
τ

384π3v4
ðjcllcτbbþcllbbcτþcllcbbτþcllbτcb−ð1−2s2wÞðcHlð1Þ

cτ þcHlð3Þ
cτ Þj2þjclecτbbþ2s2wðcHlð1Þ

cτ þcHlð3Þ
cτ Þj2Þ:

ð64Þ

As before, while in type I the WCs in these combinations
are all of the same order, in type III cll and cle are relatively
loop suppressed.
All the relevant constraints are illustrated in Figs. 1–3,

where we set to zero, in turn, the τ, μ, e row and column of
the matrix ðϵ†ϵÞab. For the LFV parameters we fixed
ðϵ†ϵÞab ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðϵ†ϵÞaaðϵ†ϵÞbb

p
, which is the case for n ¼ 2,

3, and is an upper bound on the LFVentry for n > 3: in the

latter case the constraints from LFV observables can be
relaxed. For WCs induced at one-loop leading-log order,
depending on ϵ† logðM=vÞϵ, we assumed for concreteness
that the heavy fermions are degenerate, with mass matrix
M ¼ ð10 TeVÞ1n. For the observables generated at leading
log (that is, the LFV observables in type-I seesaw), the
bounds strengthen logarithmically as MN grows above
10 TeV (barring cancellations).
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From Figs. 1–3, we see that bounds from flavor-
conserving processes constrain the type-I and type-III
seesaws to a similar degree. In the type I, the most
stringent bounds come from sw, ðϵ†NϵNÞee and ðϵ†NϵNÞμμ ≲
1.2 × 10−3, or from GF universality, ðϵ†NϵNÞττ ≲
2.5 × 10−3. These exclude a possible resolution of the
current mW anomaly, given by the green bands in the
left panels. In the type III, sw sets the best bound in
the τ sector with ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞττ ≲ 1.3 × 10−3, while Z → lþ

a l−
a

gives ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞee ≲ 5.3 × 10−4 and mW gives ðϵ†ΣϵΣÞμμ ≲
5.4 × 10−4. Note that, for Yukawa couplings Y ∼ 1, a
constraint ðϵ†ϵÞ≲ 10−3 corresponds to a mass scale
M ≳ 5 TeV. The various electroweak precision observ-
ables give comparable limits because the shift in the Fermi
constant, cG, defined in Eq. (30), is generated in both
models at tree level with the same magnitude (and opposite
sign), and this shift directly or indirectly affects the relevant
flavor-conserving processes, as explained in Sec. IV. One
exception is the τ channel of type-I seesaw, where the only
relevant constraint comes from GF universality because
new physics coupled to τ does not interfere with the
SM muon decay, μ → eνμν̄e, hence it is not constrained
by τ-independent flavor-conserving processes. On the other
hand, the τ channel in the type-III model is constrained by
the significant corrections to the Z couplings to leptons,
which occur at tree level in the type III but not the type I:
these indirectly affect the effective number of neutrinos,
Nν, as well as sw (see Sec. IVA), which provides the
strongest constraint. Finally, note that both type-I and -III
seesaws predict a negative shift in aμ, thus the bound comes
from the lower limit on the combination of WCs in
Table VII: since the shift is opposite to the direction of
the anomaly, the bound is an order of magnitude stronger
than if the shift in aμ were positive.
In contrast to the comparable bounds from flavor-

conserving observables, most LFV bounds on ðϵ†ϵÞab
are about four orders of magnitude stronger in type III
than in type I, due to the loop suppression of all LFV
processes in type I, as explained above. The exception is
given by radiative charged-lepton decays, which of course
occur at loop level in both models: in this case the bounds
are slightly stronger in type I, because the value of ceγ;obs is
a factor of 3=ð8s2wÞ ≃ 1.6 larger. In the eμ sector (Fig. 1),
the single strongest bound comes from μ → e conversion in
nuclei. Assuming order-one Yukawa couplings, the current
(future) limits probe scales as large as M ≃ 60ð1900Þ TeV
in the type I and 0.45 (11) PeV in the type III. In the two
cases, we took into account the different dependence on the
nuclear form factors Vp

N and Vn
N . In the sectors eτ (Fig. 2)

and μτ (Fig. 3), in the case of type I the flavor-conserving
processes set better constraints than the τ → e and τ → μ
transitions, even including expected future bounds. In
contrast, in the type-III model the LFV processes set a
slightly better constraint, but only in the region where

ðϵΣ†ϵΣÞee;μμ ∼ ðϵΣ†ϵΣÞττ, that indeed corresponds to maxi-
mal flavor violation. Thus, future LFV searches in τ decays
will explore relevant parameter space of the type-III model.
We refer to [17] for the comparison of our results with

the literature on the type-I seesaw model. Coming to
type III, we compared our results (see also [19]) with
previous phenomenological studies of the type-III seesaw
[100–102]. We generally find agreement where there is an
intersection, with a few exceptions: our result for the LFV
Higgs-boson partial decay widths is a factor 4=9 smaller
than in [102]. The definition of the effective number of
neutrinos Nν in [100,102] disagrees with Eq. (45), which is
the LEP definition [52], thus leading to a different bound.
The [102] result for la → 3lb is a factor 4s4w=ð1 − 4s2w þ
6s4wÞ ≃ 0.42 smaller than ours, which agrees with [100].

B. Zee model

The Zee model has a richer flavor structure than a
single-type seesaw model, since it involves two Yukawa
coupling matrices besides the SM ones, parametrized by
the matrices ϵ2 and ϵδ defined in Eq. (11). Recall that ϵ2 is a
generic complex matrix in flavor space, in particular its
flavor-conserving and flavor-violating components are
independent and CP violation can be large. In contrast,
ϵδ is antisymmetric and can be chosen as real, therefore
both flavor-conserving and flavor-violating δ-mediated
processes are controlled by only three independent
parameters.
We again use the tininess of neutrino masses as a starting

point for our analysis. With the neutrino mass matrix
mν ∝ cW ∝ μZ½ϵδy†eϵ2 þ ð…ÞT �, there are various limits
leading to mν → 0. One possibility is that one single
coupling is vanishingly small, (i) μZ → 0, (ii) ϵ2 → 0, or
(iii) ϵδ → 0. In each case, the lepton number is conserved,
given the appropriate lepton number assignments for the
scalar fields H2 and δ. Alternatively, it is possible to
keep all couplings sizeable and still arrange the various
flavor entries to achieve ½ϵδy†eϵ2 þ ð…ÞT � → 0, however
this requires an apparently unnatural tuning. Note also (see
Tables III–VI) that, in contrast with cW , the dim-6 WCs
never depend on μZ, nor on the product of ϵ2 and ϵδ. In view
of these considerations, we will analyze in detail the limits
(ii) and (iii), corresponding to fully decoupled H2 or δ,
respectively. This allows us to comprehensively study the
phenomenological impact of ϵδ and ϵ2 separately, which
will be illustrated in the left and right panels of Figs. 4–6,
respectively. Neutrino masses can be suppressed even when
both matrices are sizeable at the same time: in this case it is
straightforward to combine the constraints on the two
limiting cases that we will present below, barring unlikely
cancellations.
Before turning to experimental bounds, we comment on

the dipole operator in the Zee model. As already mentioned
in Sec. II B, in the presence of a second Higgs doublet there
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are two-loop contributions from Barr-Zee diagrams [35]
that may dominate over one-loop contributions since the
additional loop suppression can be compensated for by
less chiral suppression (fewer charged-lepton Yukawa
couplings, replaced by gauge or heavy-quark Yukawa
couplings). Adding the two largest pieces, involving a
top loop and a W loop, respectively, the Barr-Zee
contribution to the EM dipole WC is approximately given
by [36,103]

ceγ;BZab ≃
e3

128π4

�
8

3
y2t −

�
6þ log

M2

v

��
ϵ�λðϵ†2Þab; ð65Þ

where the first term comes from the top loop and the second
from the W loop. This contribution should be compared
with the one-loop contributions to the dipole WCs given in
Table III. The latter are suppressed by a charged-lepton
Yukawa, however one should notice that (i) in the case
of the third family, the yτ suppression is comparable
to the additional Barr-Zee loop suppression; (ii) in the

limit ϵλ → 0 the Barr-Zee contribution vanishes, while
both ϵ2 and ϵδ induce one-loop contributions; (iii) in the
limit ϵ2 → 0, only the one-loop contribution from ϵδ
survives.
The experimental bounds are derived inserting the Zee

model WCs into the combinations of WCs constrained in
Table VII. As usual, let us discuss the few additional
constraints that did not fit in that table, starting with
μ → e conversion in nuclei. In the Zee model, there is a
tree-level contribution to ceH that matches onto the
two-quark-two-lepton scalar-current WCs of Eq. (57)
according to

cS;Leq
eμ

¼ −
vmq

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
m2

h

ceH�
μe ; cS;Req

eμ
¼ −

vmq

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
m2

h

ceHeμ ; ð66Þ

for q running over both light and heavy quarks. In contrast,
the vector-current WCs of Eq. (57) are generated at one
loop in the Zee model, according to

FIG. 4. Bounds on the Zee model as a function of ðϵδÞeτ and ðϵδÞμτ (left panel) and as a function of jðϵ2Þeej and jðϵ2Þμμj, assuming

jðϵ2Þeμj ¼ jðϵ2Þμej ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jðϵ2Þμμðϵ2Þeej

q
(right panel). For each panel, all other entries of ϵδ and ϵ2 are set to zero. With this choice of

parameters, LFV is permitted only in the e − μ sector, in both panels. In RGE-induced WCs proportional to logMδ (logM2) we have
takenMδðM2Þ ¼ 10 TeV. Some bounds in the right panel also depend on the choice of ϵλ, and we set ϵλ ¼ 0.1. The color scheme for the
constraints is the same as in Fig. 1, as indicated by the labels. Additionally, the dark brown bounds are from eþe− → eþe−; τþτ− at LEP,
while the dark red dot-dashed bound in the right panel is from a LHC search. In the right panel, the aa (da) bounds are dotted as they
constrain only the real (imaginary) part of ðϵ2Þaa. Therefore, only the weaker of the two bounds applies to jðϵ2Þaaj (light gray shading).
For aμ, we also shaded in dark gray the 2σ region preferred by the current anomaly.
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cV;Reu
eμ

¼
�
1

2
−
4

3
s2w

�
cHe
eμ þ 1

2
ðceueμuu þ cqeuueμÞ; cV;Red

eμ
¼

�
−
1

2
þ 2

3
s2w

�
cHe
eμ þ 1

2
ðcedeμdd þ cqeddeμÞ;

cV;Leu
eμ

¼
�
1

2
−
4

3
s2w

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ þ 1

2
ðclueμuu þ clqð1Þeμ11 − clqð3Þeμ11 Þ;

cV;Led
eμ

¼
�
−
1

2
þ 2

3
s2w

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ þ 1

2
ðcldeμuu þ clqð1Þeμ11 þ clqð3Þeμ11 Þ: ð67Þ

The analogous WCs involving heavier quarks are irrel-
evant, because fqVi ¼ 0 for q ¼ c, s, b, t. The tree-level
contribution is relatively suppressed by a factor
mp;n=v ≃ 0.004, therefore the loop-induced pieces are
comparable to it. Moreover, in the limit ϵ2 → 0 one finds
ceH ¼ 0 and the tree-level WCs vanish. Finally, the dipole
WC ceγ is given by the sum of the two-loop Barr-Zee
contribution in Eq. (65) with the one-loop contributions
from Eqs. (25)–(27).
Next, let us discuss the lepton decays into three charged

leptons, introduced in Sec. IV D. These are mediated at tree
level by ϵ2, which induces cle. In the limit ϵ2 → 0, they are
generated by ϵδ only at one-loop order: the scalar δ cannot
induce any l → 3l decays at tree level, since it always
couples to one neutrino and one charged lepton. Indeed, the

combinations of cll entries that enter into the decay rates
vanish, in the Zee model at tree level, due to the anti-
symmetry of ϵδ. In view of these considerations, to derive
the bounds on ϵδ, we need to evaluate the relevant WCs
at one-loop leading-log order. Let us consider the
various decay channels in turn. The constraints from the
τ− → l−

bl
−
bl

þ
c decays are provided in Table VII. In

the limit ϵ2 → 0, we computed the four-lepton operator
WCs at one-loop leading log using the RGEs of [40,48].
For the channels la → 3lb, the tree-level rate in the Zee
model with ϵ2 only is

Γðl−
a → l−

bl
þ
b l

−
b Þ ¼

m5
a

384π3v4
ðjcleabbbj2 þ jclebbabj2Þ: ð68Þ

FIG. 5. Bounds on the Zee model as a function of ðϵδÞeμ and ðϵδÞμτ (left panel) as well as jðϵ2Þeej and jðϵ2Þττj, assuming jðϵ2Þeτj ¼
jðϵ2Þτej ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijðϵ2Þeeðϵ2Þττj
p

(right panel). For each panel, all other entries of ϵδ and ϵ2 are set to zero. With this choice of parameters, LFV
is permitted only in the e − τ sector in both panels. In RGE-induced WCs proportional to logMδ (logM2) we have taken
MδðM2Þ ¼ 10 TeV. Some bounds in the right panel also depend on the choice of ϵλ, and we set ϵλ ¼ 0.1. The color scheme for the
constraints is the same as in Fig. 2, as indicated by the labels. Additionally, the dark brown bounds are from eþe− → eþe−; μþμ− at LEP.
In the right panel, the ae (de) bounds are dotted, as they constrain only the real (imaginary) part of ðϵ2Þee. Therefore, only the weaker of
the two bounds applies to jðϵ2Þeej (light gray shading).
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On the other hand, the rate with ϵδ only is given by

Γðl−
a →l−

bl
þ
b l

−
b Þ¼

m5
a

384π3v4

�
2jg 4

ab
j2þjg 6

ab
j2− 8evffiffiffi

2
p

ma

Re½ceγbað2g 4
ab
þg 6

ab
Þ�þ16e2v2

m2
a

�
log

m2
a

m2
b

−
11

4

�
ðjceγabj2þjceγbaj2Þ

�
; ð69Þ

where the form factors g4;6 [89] in the Zee model are

g 4
ab
¼ ð1 − 2s2wÞðcHlð1Þ

ab þ cHlð3Þ
ab Þ þ 1

24π2

�
½g21 − g22� log

M
v
þ 8e2 log

v
mτ

�
cllabcc; ð70Þ

g 6
ab
¼ −2s2wðcHlð1Þ

ab þ cHlð3Þ
ab Þ þ 1

12π2

�
g21 log

M
v
þ 4e2 log

v
mτ

�
cllabcc; ð71Þ

with c ≠ a, b, and where we used cllabcc ¼ cllccab ¼ −cllaccb ¼ −cllcbac because ϵδ is antisymmetric and real. We have ignored
terms relatively suppressed by additional loops or charged lepton Yukawas. Also, the contributions of the other form factors
identified in [89] are negligible. The factors of logðM=vÞ account for the running from the Zee mass scale to the electroweak
scale; the factors of logðv=mτÞ account for the running down to the mass scale of the decaying τ or, in the case of μ → 3e, of
the τ in the loop. Note that cHlð1;3Þ are also proportional to logðM=vÞ, see Table III. Finally, the rate for τ− → l−

bl
þ
c l−

c in the
Zee model with only ϵ2 is

Γðτ− → l−
bl

þ
c l−

c Þ ¼
m5

τ

384π3v4
ðjcleτbccj2 þ jcleτccbj2 þ jcleccτbj2 þ jclecbτcj2Þ; ð72Þ

while with only ϵδ the rate reads

FIG. 6. Bounds on the Zee model as a function of ðϵδÞeμ and ðϵδÞeτ (left panel) as well as jðϵ2Þμμj and jðϵ2Þττj, assuming jðϵ2Þμτj ¼
jðϵ2Þτμj ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jðϵ2Þμμðϵ2Þττj

q
(right panel). For each panel, all other entries of ϵδ and ϵ2 are set to zero. With this choice of parameters, LFV

is permitted only in the μ − τ sector, in both panels. In RGE-induced WCs proportional to logMδ (logM2) we have taken
MδðM2Þ ¼ 10 TeV. Some bounds in the right panel also depend on the choice of ϵλ, and we set ϵλ ¼ 0.1. The color scheme for the
constraints is the same as in Fig. 3, as indicated by the labels. Additionally, the dark brown bounds in the left panel are from
eþe− → μþμ−; τþτ− at LEP, while the dark red dot-dashed bound in the right panel is from a LHC search. In the right panel, the muon
magnetic dipole moment bound is dotted, as it constrains only the real part of ðϵ2Þμμ. We also shaded in dark gray the 2σ region preferred
by the current aμ anomaly.
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Γðτ− → l−
bl

þ
c l−

c Þ ¼
m5

τ

384π3v4

�
jg 4

τb
j2 þ jg 6

τb
j2 − 8evffiffiffi

2
p

mτ

Re½ceγbτðg 4
τb
þ g 6

τb
Þ� þ 16e2v2

m2
τ

�
log

m2
τ

m2
μ
− 3

�
ðjceγbτj2 þ jceγτbj2Þ

�
: ð73Þ

In summary, in the Zee model with ϵδ ¼ 0 and ϵ2 ≠ 0, all
l → 3l decays are generated at tree level, proportionally to
various combinations of cle entries. In the opposite limit,
ϵδ ≠ 0 and ϵ2 ¼ 0, all l → 3l decays are generated at one
loop, proportionally to various log-enhanced combinations
of the WCs cll, cHlð1;3Þ, and ceγ .
Our results are summarized in Figs. 4–6. For the ϵδ-only

case (left panels), we study constraints as a function of pairs
of entries of the antisymmetric matrix ϵδ, setting to zero the
third independent entry. This completely fixes the phe-
nomenology, since the entries of ϵδ can be chosen real and
positive with no loss of generality. Amusingly, if ðϵδÞbc ¼ 0

and ðϵδÞab;ac ≠ 0, where a ≠ b ≠ c are the three lepton
flavors, then dim-6 operators induce LFVonly in the b ↔ c
channel. The plots display the bounds from all LFV
observables we discussed, except for LFV Higgs decays,
as they are too weak due to loop and ye suppression, and for
τ− → l−

bl
−
bl

þ
c decays, since dim-6 operators induced by

the scalar δ violate flavor by at most one unit.
For the ϵ2 only case (right panels), we study constraints

as a function of pairs of diagonal entries of the matrix ϵ2,
setting to zero the third diagonal entry and assuming
jðϵ2Þabj ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijðϵ2Þaaðϵ2Þbbj
p

. This benchmark allows us to
compare flavor-conserving and -violating observables on a
level footing. In general, the ϵ2 entries are all independent;
therefore, the relative strength of the flavor-conserving and
flavor-violating bounds in our figures can be varied by
rescaling the size of the off-diagonal entry ðϵ2Þab. With the
choice of parameters in the figures, the rates of τ → lalalb

decays with a ≠ b vanish at tree level (the WCs cleabcd
involving all three different flavors are zero). Since the
experimental constraints on these decays are comparable to
those on τ → 3la, this is not consequential for our analysis.
Several of the observables we consider depend on the

product ϵ2ϵλ, where ϵλ is related to the coupling bet-
ween the two Higgs doublets, see our spurion analysis
in Sec. II B. In particular, nonstandard Higgs decays in the
Zee model are directly proportional to ceH ¼ ϵ�λϵ

†
2.

Furthermore, dipole moments and radiative charged lepton
decays may be dominated by the Barr-Zee contribution of
Eq. (65), which is also proportional to ϵ�λϵ

†
2. The μ → e

conversion is also driven by the Barr-Zee piece, except in
the regions jðϵ2Þeej ≫ jðϵ2Þμμj and jðϵ2Þμμj ≫ jðϵ2Þeej (i.e.,
where the cyan line bends in the right panel of Fig. 4). On
the other hand, the Barr-Zee contribution is subleading
for lepton-to-three-lepton decays. In the right panels of
Figs. 4–6, as we vary the entries of the matrix ϵ2, we fix
ϵλ ¼ 0.1, which is roughly the maximal value allowed
by perturbativity when M2 ∼ 10 TeV. Reducing ϵλ would

proportionally weaken the bounds from the set of observ-
ables just mentioned.
We see from the left (right) panels of Figs. 4–6 that ϵδ

(ϵ2) is predominantly bound by observables that conserve
(violate) flavor. As explained in Sec. IVA, many of the
flavor-conserving constraints are due to EFT corrections to
the muon and tau SM decays to three leptons. These are
induced by ϵδ at tree level, since the decays can be mediated
by the scalar δ. In particular, the shift in the Fermi constant
depends on ðϵδÞeμ, thus this parameter is constrained by
several observables. Of these, mW gives the strongest
constraint since the model predicts a negative shift in the
W-boson mass, in the opposite direction of the current
anomaly. The best limits on ðϵδÞeτ and ðϵδÞμτ come fromGF

universality. Only the very stringent experimental bounds
on μ → e transitions provide a stronger constraint, in the
region ðϵδÞeτ ∼ ðϵδÞμτ, see the left panel of Fig. 4. The best
of these comes from μ → e conversion in nuclei: assuming
order-one Yukawa couplings, the current (future) limit
probes scales as large asMδ ≃ 90ð2600Þ TeV. By contrast,
the flavor-conserving bounds are stronger than both current
and expected future limits from τ → e and τ → μ transi-
tions, see the left panels of Figs. 5 and 6.
Flavor-conserving bounds are weaker in the limit

ϵδ → 0. In this case, the relevant shift to GF is quadratic
in the dim-6 WCs, Oðc2Þ.8 Indeed, the operators Qll and

Qð3Þ
Hl (induced by ϵδ) generate a tree-level contribution to

muon decay that interferes with the SM diagram, while Qle
(induced by ϵ2) generates a decay that does not interfere.
The measured Fermi constant in this case is

GF ≃GF;0

�
1þ 1

2

X
a;b¼e;μ;τ

jcleabeμj2
�
; ð74Þ

which corresponds, according Eq. (30), to cG ¼
ð−1=2ÞPa;b¼e;μ;τ jcleabeμj2. Note this should be taken only
as an order of magnitude estimate, as we are neglecting
the possible interference of dim-8 operators with the
SM, which would be of the same order. Up to this caveat,
the bounds on cG listed in Table VII can be applied,
but are negligible, as one can see in the top right corner
in the right panel of Fig. 4. The shift in GF vanishes in
Figs. 5 and 6, as a result of the assumption jðϵ2Þabj ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijðϵ2Þaaðϵ2Þbbj
p

: also in these cases the residual flavor-
conserving bounds are negligible.

8More precisely, there exists an OðcÞ shift in GF in this limit,
but it is suppressed both by a loop and two powers of the matrix
ye, so it is compatible with ϵ2 entries of order one.
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Coming to the LFV bounds in the ϵ2 case (with ϵδ → 0),
the current best limit in the μ − e sector comes from μ → eγ
in most of the parameter space. The particular shape of the
μ → e conversion constraint in the right panel of Fig. 4 is
due to the interference between the tree-level and one-loop
contributions to the amplitude. For order-one Yukawa
couplings, the current μ → eγ (future μ → e conversion)
limits probe scales as large as M2 ≃ 400ð3200Þ TeV. It is
noticeable that, in the τ − e and τ − μ sectors (right panels
of Figs. 5 and 6), the LFV Higgs decays provide the best
constraint in the region jðϵ2Þττj ≳ 10−3, and they are
superseded by τ → 3la for jðϵ2Þττj≲ 10−3. We note also
that, in the limit where H2 has only off-diagonal couplings,
the bounds from μ → e processes do not apply, since they
are induced by a combination of flavor diagonal and off-
diagonal couplings. In this limit, the best bounds on LFV
may come from neutrino scattering experiments [104] and
muonium-antimuonium transitions [105].
Let us now turn to dipole moments. The real matrix ϵδ

contributes to the charged-lepton magnetic dipole moments
but not the electric dipole moments since it induces a real
ceγaa. The aforementioned constraints on ϵδ are sufficiently
strong that the contributions to ae and aμ are negligibly
small compared to the present anomalies. On the other
hand, ϵ2 induces a contribution to the dipole that has an
unknown phase, thus it could affect both the magnetic and
electric dipole moment.9 We therefore present bounds on ϵ2
from magnetic (electric) dipole moments as dotted lines,
assuming the relevant ϵ2 entry to be real (imaginary). If
ðϵ2Þee were purely imaginary, then de would give the
strongest limit on the Zee model, probing M2 ≃ 8 PeV for
ðY2Þee imaginary and of order one. Intriguingly, in the
region jðϵ2Þμμj ≫ jðϵ2Þee;ττj, it appears possible to address
the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly with a second Higgs doublets in the
(slightly) decoupled regime. Indeed, the 2σ best fit region is
lightly shaded in the right panels of Figs. 4 and 6, and in
both plots it overlaps with the allowed white region of
parameter space.
Some additional bounds come from colliders. LEP sets

an upper limit ∼0.1 on ðϵδÞeμ, ðϵδÞeτ, and jðϵ2Þeej, as
illustrated in Figs. 4–6, from measurements of eþe− →
lþl− [106]. However, this never provides the strongest
constraint: note that, in the right panels of Figs. 4 and 5, the
bounds on Reðϵ2Þee and Imðϵ2Þee, coming from ae or de,
respectively, always prevail since one cannot avoid both
bounds at the same time. A muon specific two-Higgs-
doublet model was studied in Ref. [107], which corre-
sponds to jðϵ2Þμμj much larger than all other entries of ϵ2: it
was found that such model can resolve the ðg − 2Þμ
anomaly and avoid LHC searches as long as

M2 ≳ 640 GeV. For jðY2Þμμj ¼ 1, this corresponds to
jðϵ2Þμμj≲ 0.27, shown in the right panel of Figs. 4 and
6: of course, such upper bound changes linearly with the
Yukawa coupling. These findings are consistent with our
allowed region for aμ, discussed in the previous paragraph.
We compared our results with previous literature on the

phenomenology of the Zee model [34,104], the two-Higgs-
doublet model [36,108] (Zee in the limit ϵδ → 0), and the
SM plus δ only [109,110] (Zee in the limit ϵ2 → 0), finding
agreement where there is an intersection, except for a typo
in the shift of mW in [110].

C. Leptoquark model

The minimal LQ model has an even larger parameter
space than the Zee model, consisting of three flavor
matrices, ϵL, ϵR, ϵD. Neutrino masses are proportional to
the combination μDS½ðϵTLy†dϵDÞ þ ð…ÞT �. There are four
ways to take the limit mν → 0: three trivial solutions
μDS → 0, ϵL → 0, or ϵD ¼ 0, and a tuned solution in which
the entries of ϵD and ϵL are nonzero but conspire to
suppress mν. Considering the Lagrangian in Eq. (15),
one notices that the lepton number symmetry is restored
only in the cases μDS → 0 or ϵD → 0, while in the other two
the smallness of mν is accidental. We will see that the
phenomenological constraints on the doublet LQ, i.e., on
ϵD, are quite weak, therefore we will focus on the singlet
LQ parameter space by studying the bounds in the case
where ϵL and ϵR entries are comparable (right panels of
Figs. 7–9), and in the case where one is much larger than
the other (left panels of Figs. 7–9).
Since we wish to focus specifically on lepton phenom-

enology, we make the simplifying assumption that, at the
electroweak scale, the LQs only couple to third-generation
quarks, in the basis where down quark masses are diago-
nal.10 There are two reasons for this choice. First, there are
relatively fewer bounds on processes involving the top and
bottom quarks than on those involving lighter quarks.
Second, certain loops involving the quarks are proportional
to their Yukawa coupling (various WCs generated at one-
loop leading-log in Tables III–VI depend on yu or yd), thus
our assumption accounts for the important loops involving
the top quark, only ignoring those proportional to the much
smaller Yukawa couplings of the lighter quarks. Below, we
will briefly discuss the possibility of relaxing this ansatz in
order to address the neutral and charged current B-meson
anomalies.
Turning to the dipole operators, let us recall that their

WCs are generated at one-loop leading-log order, according
to Table III. Since this contribution vanishes if either ϵL or
ϵR vanishes, it is important to compute the one-loop finite
contributions to the dipole WCs. As anticipated by

9Combining the two bounds jReðϵ2Þaaj < X1 and jImðϵ2Þaaj <
X2 provides the limit jðϵ2Þaaj <

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2
1 þ X2

2

p
, which is well

approximated by the weaker of the two bounds.

10In particular, this implies that S does couple to uL (cL) and
lLa, proportionally to Vub (Vcb), via the coupling ðYLÞ3a.
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FIG. 8. Bounds on the LQ model in the plane jðϵLÞ3ej versus jðϵLÞ3τj (left panel) and in the plane jðϵLÞ3ej ¼ jðϵRÞ3ej versus jðϵLÞ3τj ¼
jðϵRÞ3τj (right panel). For each panel, all other entries of ϵL and ϵR (as well as ϵD) are set to zero. In the RGE-induced WCs proportional
to logMi, we have taken Mi ¼ 10 TeV. The color scheme for the constraints is the same as in Figs. 2 and 7, as indicated by the labels.
Additionally, the dark brown band corresponds to the 1σ best-fit region for the RDð�Þ anomalies. The magnetic (electric) dipole moment
bounds in the right panel constrain only the real (imaginary) part of ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞee and are therefore dotted. The weaker of the two provide a
robust bound on jðϵLÞ3eðϵRÞ3ej (light gray shading). For mW, we shaded in light green the 2σ preferred region.

FIG. 7. Bounds on the LQ model in the plane jðϵLÞ3ej versus jðϵLÞ3μj (left panel) and in the plane jðϵLÞ3ej ¼ jðϵRÞ3ej versus jðϵLÞ3μj ¼
jðϵRÞ3μj (right panel). For each panel, all other entries of ϵL and ϵR (as well as ϵD) are set to zero. In the RGE-induced WCs proportional
to logMi, we have taken Mi ¼ 10 TeV. The color scheme for the constraints is the same as in Fig. 1, as indicated by the labels.
Additionally, the dark-red dot-dashed line in the left panel corresponds to the direct search for S at the LHC, the purple line and shading
corresponds to the bound from Rμ=e

D , and the dark green band corresponds to the 1σ best-fit region for the RKð�Þ anomalies. The magnetic
(electric) dipole moment bounds in the right panel constrain only the real (imaginary) part of ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞaa and are therefore dotted. The
weaker of the two provides a robust bound on jðϵLÞ3aðϵRÞ3aj (light gray shading). For aμ=mW (right/both panels), we shaded in dark
gray/light green the 2σ preferred region.
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Eq. (20), they are suppressed by a charged lepton Yukawa,
however they are proportional to a single new physics
coupling, ϵL, ϵR, or ϵD. Computing the relevant loops, we
find

δceBab ¼ 3g1
16π2

�ðϵ†DϵDy†eÞab
48

þ ðy†eϵ†RϵRÞab
24

�
;

δceWab ¼ 3g2
16π2

�ðϵ†DϵDy†eÞab
48

−
ðϵ†LϵLy†eÞab

24

�
; ð75Þ

which is in agreement with [22]. According to Eq. (25), we
find the contribution to ceγ proportional to ϵ†DϵD vanishes at
this order, as confirmed by e.g., [21,111]. The pieces
proportional to ϵ†LϵL and ϵ†RϵR do contribute to ceγ with
an equal coefficient.
As for previous models, we will consider the phenom-

enological constraints collected in Table VII and particu-
larize them to the LQ-induced WCs. The additional
constraints that did not fit in that table are, as usual, μ →
e conversion in nuclei and additional lepton decays to three
charged leptons. The μ → e conversion can in principle be
induced at tree level by LQs. In the third-generation ansatz;
however, the tree-level contribution of vector operators in
Eq. (57) vanishes, since it is only summed over light
quarks, while the scalar one is

cS;Ret
eμ

¼ −
1

2
clequð1Þeμtt ¼ 1

4
ðϵ†LÞe3ðϵRÞ3μ: ð76Þ

In fact, the rate is dominated by the contribution from the
dipole WC since, although loop-suppressed, it is relatively
enhanced by a factor ∼m2

t =ðmμmpÞ ∼ 105 in the amplitude.
In the limit of ϵL → 0 or ϵR → 0, the scalar-current WC
vanishes, while ceγ remains nonzero due to the one-loop
finite part given in Eq. (75). Since the latter is chirality
suppressed by ye, the contribution from light-quark vector
operators becomes comparable, as they arise at one-loop
leading-log order:

cV;Reu
eμ

¼
�
1

2
−
4s2w
3

�
cHe
eμ þ 1

2
cqeuueμ −

g21
18π2

ceueμtt log
M
v
; ð77Þ

cV;Red
eμ

¼
�
−
1

2
þ 2s2w

3

�
cHe
eμ þ 1

2
cqeddeμ þ

1

2
cedeμdd; ð78Þ

cV;Leu
eμ

¼
�
1

2
−
4s2w
3

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ

þ 5g21
144π2

ðcldeμbb − clqð1ÞeμbbÞ log
M
v
þ g22
16π2

clqð3Þeμbb log
M
v
;

ð79Þ

FIG. 9. Bounds on the LQ model in the plane jðϵLÞ3μj versus jðϵLÞ3τj (left panel) and in the plane jðϵLÞ3μj ¼ jðϵRÞ3μj versus jðϵLÞ3τj ¼
jðϵRÞ3τj (right panel). For each panel, all other entries of ϵL and ϵR (as well as ϵD) are set to zero. In the RGE-induced WCs proportional
to logMi, we have takenMi ¼ 10 TeV. The color scheme for the constraints is the same as in Figs. 3, 7, and 8, as indicated by the labels.
The magnetic (electric) dipole moment bounds in the right panel constrain only the real (imaginary) part of ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞμμ and are therefore
dotted. The weaker of the two provides a robust bound on jðϵLÞ3μðϵRÞ3μj (light gray shading). For aμ=mW (right/both panels), we shaded
in dark gray/light green the 2σ preferred region.
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cV;Led
eμ

¼
�
−
1

2
þ 2s2w

3

�
ðcHlð1Þ

eμ þ cHlð3Þ
eμ Þ

þ g21
144π2

ðclqð1Þeμbb − cldeμbbÞ log
M
v
−

g22
16π2

clqð3Þeμbb log
M
v
:

ð80Þ

These WCs have to be inserted in Eq. (57) and, for ϵL → 0
or ϵR → 0, they are relatively log-enhanced with respect to
the dipole. Eqs. (77)–(80) also give the leading contribution
of ϵD to μ → e conversion.
Turning to l → 3l decays, it can be seen that τ →

l−
bl

þ
c l−

b is not generated at one-loop leading log in the LQ
model, by comparing the WCs in Table VII with those in
Table V. The reason is that the semileptonic operators
induced by the LQs at tree level violate flavor by at most
one unit, and neither gauge nor Higgs loops can generate
the necessary additional LFV for such decays to occur.

When ϵL and ϵR are both sizeable, the other decay channels,
l−
a → l−

bl
þ
b l

−
b and τ → l−

bl
þ
c l−

c , are dominated by the
dipole contribution, with

Γðl−
a →l−

bl
þ
b l

−
b Þ¼

e2m3
a

24π3v2

�
log

m2
a

m2
b

−
11

4

�
ðjceγabj2þjceγbaj2Þ;

ð81Þ

Γðτ−→l−
bl

þ
c l−

c Þ¼
e2m3

τ

24π3v2

�
log

m2
τ

m2
μ
−3

�
ðjceγbτj2þjceγτbj2Þ:

ð82Þ

When ϵL → 0 or ϵR → 0, again the dipole contribution is
nonzero; however, one also needs to include the compa-
rable contributions from four-lepton operators [61,89]

Γðl−
a → l−

bl
þ
b l

−
b Þ ¼

m5
a

384π3v4

�
2jg 3

ab
j2 þ 2jg 4

ab
j2 þ jg 5

ab
j2 þ jg 6

ab
j2

−
8evffiffiffi
2

p
ma

Re
h
ð2g�3

ab
þ g�5

ab
Þceγab þ ð2g�4

ab
þ g�6

ab
Þceγ�ba

i
þ 16e2v2

m2
a

�
log

m2
a

m2
b

−
11

4

�
ðjceγabj2 þ jceγabj2Þ

�
; ð83Þ

Γðτ− → l−
bl

þ
c l−

c Þ ¼
m5

τ

384π3v4

�
jg03

τb
j2 þ jg04

τb
j2 þ jg05

τb
j2 þ jg06

τb
j2 þ jcleτccbj2 þ jclecbτcj2

−
8evffiffiffi
2

p
mτ

Re
h
ðg0�3

ab
þ g0�5

ab
Þceγab þ ðg0�4

ab
þ g0�6

ab
Þceγ�ba

i
þ 16e2v2

m2
τ

�
log

m2
τ

m2
μ
− 3

�
ðjceγτbj2 þ jceγτbj2Þ

�
; ð84Þ

with form factors, in the present LQ model, given by

g 3
ab
¼ −ceeabbb − ceebbab − 2s2wcHe

ab ; g 4
ab
¼ −cllabbb − cllbbab þ ð1 − 2s2wÞ

�
cHlð1Þ
ab þ cHlð3Þ

ab

	
; ð85Þ

g 5
ab
¼ −clebbab þ ð1 − 2s2wÞcHe

ab ; g 6
ab
¼ −cleabbb − 2s2w

�
cHlð1Þ
ab þ cHlð3Þ

ab

	
; ð86Þ

g03
ab
¼ −ceeabcc − ceeccab − 2s2wcHe

ab ; g04
ab
¼ −cllabcc − cllccab þ ð1 − 2s2wÞ

�
cHlð1Þ
ab þ cHlð3Þ

ab

	
; ð87Þ

g05
ab
¼ −cleccab þ ð1 − 2s2wÞcHe

ab ; g06
ab
¼ −cleabcc − 2s2wðcHlð1Þ

ab þ cHlð3Þ
ab Þ; ð88Þ

where c ≠ a, b.
Since the LQs couple directly to quarks, there are

several additional constraints on the model parameter
space beyond the purely leptonic observables discussed
in Sec. IV. Our pragmatic assumption that the LQs couple
only to third-generation quarks evades many stringent
bounds associated with s → d, b → d, and b → s transi-
tions, which are necessarily suppressed by loops and
small CKM factors. Still, collider searches give some
relevant constraints. In particular, LEP sets the bound

cldeebb ∈ ½−4.8; 2.5� × 10−2 with 2σ confidence [106]. An
analysis of LHC high-pT dilepton tails [112] found cldeebb ∈
½−8.3; 7.5� × 10−3 and cldμμbb ∈ ½−3.4; 6.4� × 10−3, also at
2σ. Note that neither experiment probes the tt̄lþl−

interaction, thus they do not constrain the other WCs
generated at tree level by the LQs, that is, ceu, clequð1;3Þ,
and the linear combination clqð1Þ − clqð3Þ. There are also
some notable LHC direct searches for LQs with only one or
two decay channels, which provide a robust bound on their
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mass, independent of the size of their Yukawa couplings:
the charge 1=3 component of D decays only into b̄ν, for
which case Ref. [113] obtained mD ≥ 1.1 TeV. In the limit
ϵR → 0, S decays into bν̄ with a branching ratio 50%,
which implies mS ≥ 0.8 TeV [113]. This bound is plotted
in the left panels of Figs. 7–9 in dot-dashed, dark red lines,
assuming ðYLÞ3a ¼ 1. It becomes stronger linearly as the
Yukawa coupling becomes smaller.
LQs which couple only to third generation quarks auto-

matically affectBmesons and therefore leadus to consider the
B physics anomalies and related observables. We begin with
the neutral-current transitions and then consider charged-
current processes. There are compelling indications of lepton-
flavor-universality violation in B → Kð�Þlþl− decays at
LHCb [114,115] compared to the SM expectation [116].
TheS canmodify this transition at one-loopvia a box diagram
with a W boson [117], which generates

Ca
9 ¼ −Ca

10 ¼
m2

t jðϵLÞ3aj2
2e2v2

ð89Þ

in the basis of weak-effective-theory operators (see, e.g.,
[118]). Since this is positive, it has the wrong sign to
explain the anomaly when a ¼ μ, but the correct sign when
a ¼ e. Although new physics in the electron sector does
not give as large a pull away from the SM as in the muon
sector, it nonetheless provides a good fit of the RKð�Þ

anomalies, with a > 4σ pull with respect to the SM [119].
The 1σ best-fit region when the new physics couples only to
electrons is Ce

9 ¼ −Ce
10 ∈ ½0.27; 0.47� [119]. In order to

plot this region in Figs. 7 and 8, we naively generalize
this best fit region to Ce−μ

9 ¼ −Ce−μ
10 ∈ ½0.27; 0.47�, where

Ce−μ
9;10 ≡ Ce

9;10 − Cμ
9;10. As can be seen from those figures,

this region is ruled out by various flavor-conserving con-
straints. We note that a very similar solution was identified in
[120], although in that paper S was assumed to couple to the
bottom-quark mass eigenstate at the LQ mass scale, rather
than at the electroweak scale. Remarkably, that solution
remains viable due to significant RGE effects between the
two scales.
Alternatively, one could depart from the third-generation

ansatz, and permit LQ couplings to second-generation
quarks, opening additional possibilities to explain the
neutral-current anomalies. For instance, adding the cou-
pling ðϵLÞ2μ permits further box diagrams that could allow
for an explanation in the muon channel [117]. However,
limits from Bs − B̄s mixing and B → Kð�Þνν in particular
have all but ruled out this solution, see, e.g., [121]. We also
note that the solution suggested in a similar context by [20],
involving ðϵDÞ2a and ðϵDÞ3a, does not give a good fit to the
data, because it induces cldaa23, which involves fermions
of the wrong chirality to explain the anomalies, for either
a ¼ e or μ. In summary, S cannot provide a fully

satisfactory resolution of the neutral-current anomalies,
and D does not even provide a suitable WC to begin with.
Since S may induce b → clν̄ transitions, it can also

provide a possible explanation for lepton-flavor-universal-
ity violation in charged-current processes. Measurements
of RDð�Þ [122–124] have displayed a roughly 3σ tension
with the SM [125], although a recent form-factor calcu-
lation [126] implies only a 1.4σ discrepancy. When
the S couples only to third-generation quarks (in the
down-quark mass basis), it gives a tree-level, but
Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM)-suppressed modi-
fication to RDð�Þ from its coupling YL. The 1σ best-fit
region to explain these anomalies found by [113] is

clqð3Þττbb ∈ ½−0.045;−0.025�. Allowing for couplings to elec-
trons and muons, at first order this can be naively

generalized to clqð3Þττbb −ðclqð3Þeebbþclqð3ÞμμbbÞ=2∈½−0.045;−0.025�,
which is the region plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. From the
figures one concludes that S with only third-generation
couplings is incapable of resolving the RDð�Þ anomalies,
with bounds such as those from Z → lþ

a l−
a and sw clearly

forbidding this solution. Introducing couplings to second-
generation quarks, however, opens additional possibilities
to address the anomalies. One scenario that satisfies all
current experimental constraints is a combination of ðϵLÞ3τ
and ðϵLÞ2τ [117]. In addition, the b → clν̄ transitions
provide a stringent limit on lepton-flavor universality for
the case of light leptons, from Rμ=e

D ≡ BRðB → DμνÞ=
BRðB → DeνÞ. Comparing the SM calculation [127] with

the experimental result [128,129] gives clqð3Þeebb − clqð3Þμμbb ∈
½−0.044; 0.026� at 2σ. This bound is represented by the
purple line and shading in Figs. 7–9.
We summarize the various constraints in Figs. 7–9. In the

left panels, we switch on the couplings ðϵLÞ3a only, taking
the different pairs of lepton flavors in turn, while setting
the third to zero, analogously to our plots for the seesaw
and Zee models. In the right panels, we rather assumed
jðϵLÞ3aj ¼ jðϵRÞ3aj, again choosing a pair of flavors at a
time. In both the left and right panels, flavor-conserving
and -violating observables are directly correlated given this
choice of parameters. Of the three spurions, ϵL has the
largest range of phenomenological consequences for a few
reasons. First, only via the coupling YL does the S interact
with all four types of fermions: neutrinos, charged leptons,
down-type, and up-type quarks. Consequently, the mixing
into cG at one-loop leading-log order comes only from ϵL,
and we have shown that the associated shift in GF modifies
many important observables at the electroweak scale.
Second, the S coupling to top quarks (via YL as well as
YR) is particularly relevant for various one-loop processes,
since top-quark loops come with an anomalous dimension
∼Ncy2t , which is typically an order of magnitude larger than
gauge loops ∼g2. Third, since ϵL corresponds to a coupling
to quark doublets, it induces (CKM-suppressed) inter-
actions with light quarks, even within our third-generation
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assumption, implying constraints from observables such as
RDð�Þ and Rμ=e

D , as we just discussed. The case where both ϵL
and ϵR are sizeable is relevant, of course, to generate dipole
operators that are not chirality suppressed, largely increas-
ing the sensitivity of all dipole-driven observables.
By contrast, the doublet LQD (its associated spurion ϵD)

has a much milder phenomenological impact, therefore we
do not display the allowed parameter space in a plot. The
constraints on ϵD are generically weak for several reasons.
The ϵD contributions to observables such as μ → e con-
version, l → 3l decays, and Z-boson decays are relatively
smaller than those of ϵL;R, since D does not couple to the
top quark, hence mixing effects are smaller than those from
S. Moreover, cG is not generated at one-loop leading log,
thus ϵD ∼ 1 remains consistent with the electroweak
observables that we consider. Finally, as commented below
Eq. (75), the piece of the EM dipole WC proportional to
ϵ†DϵD vanishes even at one-loop finite order, so bounds
from dipole moments, radiative charged leptons decays,
and other flavor-violating processes mediated by the dipole
operator are much weaker for ϵD, than for ϵL and ϵR.
The left panels of Figs. 7–9 show the complementarity

of constraints on ϵL from flavor-conserving and flavor-
violating observables. As usual, the best bounds overall
come from μ → e transitions, with the strongest being
μ → e conversion in nuclei, as long as jðϵLÞbej and jðϵLÞbμj
are both larger than ∼10−4, while flavor-conserving observ-
ables take over when one of the two entries is smaller, see
Fig. 7. In contrast, the most stringent limits on τ flavor
change, which come from τ → eee and τ → μμμ, are, at
best, comparable with those from flavor-conserving observ-
ables, the most constraining of which are Z → lþ

a l−
a and

GF universality. The near future prospects for flavor-
violating τ → 3l decays indicate that these will become
the most stringent probe as long as jðϵLÞ3τj and jðϵLÞ3e;μj
are of similar size.
Turning to the right panels, the presence of ϵR ¼ ϵL

permits a chirality flip that is not suppressed by ye. As a
consequence, the dipole WCs and the three-Higgs WC ceH

can be much larger than in the ϵR ¼ 0 case. Constraints
from radiative charged lepton decays, dipole moments,
Higgs decays, and also μ → e conversion [see the dis-
cussion below Eq. (76)] and l → 3l decays [see Eqs. (81)
and (82)] are thus orders of magnitude stronger. On the
other hand, observables involving vector-current processes,
for which the chirality flip is irrelevant, are barely affected.
The GF universality, Z decays (to both charged leptons and
neutrinos), sw, and mW all fit into this category. The small
shifts in the corresponding bounds from the left to the right
panels in Figs. 7–9 are due to additional contributions from
ϵR, which are of the same order as those from ϵL. In this
ϵL ¼ ϵR scenario, flavor-violating observables give the
best bounds, even in the τ sector, as long as jðϵL;RÞ3τj is
comparable to jðϵL;RÞ3e;μj. We note finally that both the ϵL

only and ϵR ¼ ϵL cases lead to a positive shift in mW ,
however the region in parameter space that ameliorates the
present mW tension (given by the green bands in the
figures) is ruled out by other flavor-conserving observables.
In summary, as one moves from ϵL ¼ ϵR to ϵL ≫ ϵR, the

constraints in the right panels of Figs. 7–9 shift progres-
sively to those in the left panels. The opposite limit,
ϵL ≪ ϵR, behaves in a qualitatively similar way, although
there are fewer bounds in this case, in particular the mW ,
Rμ=e
D , and LHC constraints do not apply.
The dipoles play an important role in this LQ model with

ϵL ¼ ϵR. Note that the dipole WC is proportional to
ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞ, thus its phase is arbitrary. Consequently, the
bounds from dipole moments in the right panels of
the figures are represented by dotted lines, as they do not
directly constrain jðϵL;RÞ3aj. In the electron sector, there is an
extremely strong limit on the imaginary part of ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞee
from de. Furthermore, there is also a powerful limit on
the real part of this combination from ae. Combining the
two bounds gives jðϵL;RÞ3ej≲ 10−3, which excludes a
large portion of parameter space. In the muon sector, this
model has the capacity to explain the aμ anomaly for
ðϵ�LÞ3μðϵRÞ3μ ≃ −10−5. The region that reduces the discrep-
ancy to < 2σ is plotted in Figs. 7 and 9, assuming that
ðϵ†LyTuϵRÞμμ is real and negative. As can be seen, this solution
of the aμ anomaly is compatible with all constraints as long
as jðϵLÞ3ej¼ jðϵRÞ3ej≲10−7 and jðϵLÞ3τj ¼ jðϵRÞ3τj≲ 10−3,
in order to avoid the μ → eγ and τ → μγ bounds,
respectively.
We compared our results with various previous studies in

the literature [21,22,111,121,130,131], finding agreement
when there is intersection, except where already noted above.

VI. MODELS’ COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS

Each of the neutrino-mass models induces a different set
of WCs, and thus has unique experimental implications, as
detailed in Sec. V. In particular, observables are correlated
differently in each model. If future experiments display one
or several indications of new physics, then this could shed
light on the mechanism of neutrino mass generation, even if
the energy scale of the experiments is far below the new
physics scale M. The ability to discriminate between the
models is already apparent in Figs. 1–9. The most con-
straining bounds on a given model highlight through which
observables that model, if realized in nature, is most likely
to first be discovered. Vice versa, if a deviation from the SM
emerges in some other observables first, then the model
may be excluded.
A direct comparison between neutrino-mass models is

made in Figs. 10–12. We plot the upper bounds on the
spurions ϵ of each model, from a relevant subset of flavor-
conserving and flavor-violating observables. More pre-
cisely, for the type-I and type-III seesaws, we consider
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the spurions jðϵ†NϵNÞabj1=2 and jðϵ†ΣϵΣÞabj1=2, respectively
(corresponding to the left and right panels of Figs. 1–3), for
the Zee model either the spurion ðϵδÞab or jðϵ2Þabj com-
bined with ϵλ (left and right panels of Figs. 4–6), and for the
LQ model either jðϵLÞ3aj or jðϵLÞ3aj ¼ jðϵRÞ3aj (left and
right panels of Figs. 7–9). In each of the corresponding
columns of Figs. 10–12, all other spurions are set to zero.
Since ϵ≡ Yv=ð ffiffiffi

2
p

MÞ, for any given value of the new
physics scale M, the perturbativity bound on the Yukawa
couplings, say Y ≲ 4π, translates into an upper bound on ϵ.
Since in Figs. 10–12 we pickedM ¼ 10 TeV, this excludes
the gray-shaded region at ϵ≳ 0.3. Independently of this
perturbativity argument, the EFT power counting is con-
sistent only for ϵ significantly smaller than one, as we
neglected higher orders in ϵ in our analysis of the
constraints. Figures 10–12 show that the validity of the
EFT approach is ensured in all models, for most of
the flavor-violating observables and also for the most
sensitive flavor-conserving ones.
As a first illustration, in Fig. 10 we assume that the

spurion entries are equal for all values of the lepton flavor
indices, a; b ¼ e, μ, τ.11 While this flavor-democratic
assumption tends to turn on all possible constraints, there

are exceptions, e.g., theGF-universality constraint vanishes
under this condition. Figure 10 shows that, in every model,
the strongest future constraints are from μ → e conversion
in titanium, μ → eee and μ → eγ, in that order. However,
the gap between sensitivities varies for each model: in the
type-III seesaw, for instance, the μ → 3e decay is induced
at tree level, thus this observable is considerably more
sensitive than μ → eγ. By contrast, the Zee model with the
ϵ2 spurion and the LQ model with ϵL ¼ ϵR are the two
scenarios in which the chirality flip in the dipole is
generated without ye suppression, thus the future sensitivity
of the dipole-induced radiative muon decay is comparable
to that of μ → eee. Overall, the LQ model with ϵL ¼ ϵR is
the most stringently constrained, with the current μ → eγ
bound probing ϵ ∼ 10−4.5 and the future μ → e conversion
probing ϵ ∼ 10−5.5. This is mainly due to the dipole arising
at one loop without ye suppression (whereas in the ϵ2 case it
arises at two loops via the Barr-Zee diagrams). The least
constrained spurions are ϵN in the type-I seesaw and ϵδ in
the Zee model. For both, (i) the dipole operators are ye
suppressed, and (ii) the corrections to Z-boson couplings to
charged leptons (which mediates μ → e conversion and
l → 3l decays) are suppressed by a gauge loop. These
spurions are presently bound at the level ϵ ∼ 10−2.5,
with expected future bounds of ϵ ∼ 10−4. In this flavor-
democratic setting, the constraints from all flavor-
conserving observables are negligible compared to the
flavor-violating ones: a few examples of the former are
shown in Fig. 10 for reference.
The situation can be radically different if the spurion

entries in lepton-flavor space are hierarchical. Indeed, in
each model there are limits in which flavor violation is
suppressed in some or even all channels. To illustrate this
possibility, in Fig. 11 we switched off all spurions with
electron flavor indices, while keeping spurions with μ and/
or τ indices equal to each other. In this case, e − μ and e − τ
transitions are forbidden. Thus, in this figure we show the
most sensitive μ − τ flavor-violating observables, together
with a few flavor-conserving ones. One can observe that the
most stringent constraints come from very different observ-
ables depending on the model: τ decays to three leptons
are the most sensitive in the cases of ϵΣ, ϵ2, and ϵL,
while τ → μγ prevails in the case ϵL ¼ ϵR, with the strong
constraint ϵ≲ 10−3. In the case of ϵN , the most stringent
bounds, ϵ≲ 10−1.5, come from flavor-conserving observ-
ables, and the same is true in the ϵδ case, where GF
universality is by far the dominant constraint.
In Fig. 12 we switched off all the spurions with e and/or τ

flavor indices, retaining only the μμ entry of each spurion
matrix, as motivated by the muon anomalies. This limit
removes all bounds on ϵδ, which vanishes by antisymmetry,
but in all other models the pattern of constraints remains
nontrivial. We include in the figure all flavor-conserving
observables that we analyzed in the previous sections. One
can observe that the ratios of sensitivities to the various

FIG. 10. Comparison of bounds on the spurions, assuming they
take an equal value ϵ for each choice of the lepton flavors e, μ, τ.
We fixed Mi ¼ 10 TeV in order to specify (i) the RGE-induced
WCs, proportional to logMi, and (ii) the perturbativity bound
ϵ < 4πv=ð ffiffiffi

2
p

MiÞ from the requirement Y < 4π, which excludes
the light-gray shaded region. We display only the constraints
from a subset of observables: the most sensitive e − μ flavor-
violating ones, namely μ → e conversion, μ → eee and μ → eγ,
and a few flavor-conserving ones, mW , sw, and Z → lþ

a l−
a .

We also shade in dark gray (light green) the regions which reduce
the aμ (mW) anomaly to within 2σ, for the cases where this is
possible. The color conventions are those of previous figures, as
also indicated by the labels.

11In the ϵ2 model, we also fix the flavor-blind spurion ϵλ,
according to ϵλ ¼ ðϵ2Þab for any a, b, which departs from the
choice ϵλ ¼ 0.1 adopted in Figs. 4–6.
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observables are strongly model dependent, allowing for
powerful model discrimination in the case of a positive
future signal. This is due to the different combinations of
cG, cHlð1;3Þ, and cHe that enter into these observables.
Further discriminating power could be obtained, e.g., by
considering individually Z decays to each flavor of leptons:
in the figure we rather selected the strongest of the three to
set the best bound. In the ϵ2 case, the leading correction to
electroweak precision observables is suppressed by a weak
gauge loop, consequently the associated constraints are
negligible; the only significant bound comes from the LHC

direct searches for a charged scalar. Finally, in the cases of
ϵ2 and ϵL ¼ ϵR, the most sensitive observable is the muon
magnetic dipole moment, meaning that these two models
can address the aμ anomaly consistently. On the other
hand, regions that explain the mW anomaly are always
constrained by other flavor-conserving constraints, and we
therefore conclude that none of the models considered can
resolve this discrepancy.

A. Summary and perspective

It is difficult to directly attack the question of the origin
of neutrino masses: there is a large number of viable
models, and typically all lepton-number-violating observ-
ables are highly suppressed by the tininess of the neutrino
masses. Still, a crucial handle may come from lepton-
number-conserving precision observables that are available
in the lepton sector. To this end, we have investigated four
neutrino-mass models through the lens of the EFT.
The four models cover a range of possibilities: new

fermion singlets, new charged fermions, new colorless
scalars, or new colored scalars. For each case, we first
performed a spurion analysis of the symmetries of the
model, in order to efficiently identify the few combinations
of parameters relevant for the low-energy phenomenology.
We then computed the leptonic WCs at tree-level, one-loop
leading log, as well as one-loop finite order when neces-
sary. Our results are summarized in Tables III–VI. The set
of models was chosen, in particular, to cover different
possibilities for the origin of the all-important Weinberg
operator (tree level or one loop) and dipole operators (one
loop, leading-log, or finite).
As precision observables are available at or below the

electroweak scale v, our EFT approach is suitable for any
new physics model, as long as its degrees of freedom are all
heavier than v. For example, traditional scenarios address-
ing the naturalness of the electroweak scale, such as low-
energy supersymmetry or Higgs compositeness, can easily
incorporate a mechanism for neutrino mass generation, and
correct other lepton observables as well. Since super-
symmetric and composite states have been pushed by
LHC data beyond the TeV frontier, even in these scenarios
the EFT approach—to fully integrate out the supersym-
metric or composite spectrum—is the most convenient
and efficient way to compare with low-energy lepton
observables.
Let us also note that, for a given model, an observable

may arise only at some high order in the EFT expansion,
which is worth computing if the experimental sensitivity
for that observable is sufficiently good. For instance, in
some of the models we studied, it was necessary to consider
the dipole WCs at one-loop finite or even two-loop order.
In different models, also other WCs may be needed to
higher order, in view of the extreme sensitivities of lepton
observables such as μ → e transitions or lepton electric
dipole moments. This strongly motivates the current efforts

FIG. 12. Comparison of bounds on the spurions, assuming that
only the μμ entry does not vanish and is equal to ϵ. Note we
dropped the ϵδ column as, under this assumption, the ϵδ matrix
identically vanishes, being antisymmetric. We display the con-
straints from all flavor-conserving observables considered in our
analysis. The other conventions are as in Fig. 10.

FIG. 11. Comparison of bounds on the spurions, assuming that
all the entries involving the μ and τ flavors take an equal value ϵ,
while all the entries involving the e flavor are set to zero. We
display only the constraints from a relevant subset of observables:
the μ − τ flavor-violating decays of the τ lepton and of the Higgs,
the few flavor-conserving bounds already shown in Fig. 10, plus
the GF universality bound in red. The other conventions are as in
Fig. 10.
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of the community to implement one-loop matching and
two-loop running systematically.
In Sec. IV, we derived the model-independent bounds

on the WCs of the SMEFT leptonic and Higgs operators
by collecting, combining, and extending results from the
literature. Most of these bounds are summarized in
Table VII. We restricted ourselves to the set of operators
listed in Tables III–VI: for most lepton observables, these
are the only relevant SMEFT operators (exceptions are
specified in Sec. IV). These model-independent bounds
are suitable for a comprehensive phenomenological analy-
sis of any UV model, once its associated set of WCs has
been computed.
The phenomenological study of our four models is

presented in Sec. V, with the main results illustrated in
Figs. 1–9. The WCs of each model are fully determined by
one or two spurion matrices in lepton-flavor space, thus
implying strong correlations between the various observ-
ables. In both the type-I and type-III seesaw (Figs. 1–3),
there is only one spurion matrix and, if the number of
heavy fermions is≤ 3, then the flavor-violating observables
are fully correlated to the flavor-conserving ones. In the Zee
model, there are two spurion matrices ϵδ and ϵ2, which
correspond to the Yukawa couplings of the charged
singlet scalar and of the second Higgs doublet, respectively.
While they combine to determine neutrino masses, their
contributions to other observables are independent and can
be studied separately (Figs. 4–6). In the case of ϵδ, there is
an enforced correlation between flavor-conserving and
-violating observables, emerging from the antisymmetry
of the singlet Yukawa couplings. Instead, in the case of ϵ2,
the flavor structure is arbitrary in general. In the LQ model,
it turns out that the doublet LQ is subject only to weak
constraints, which makes it an interesting target for future
direct searches. On the other hand, the rich phenomenology
of the singlet LQ is characterized by two spurions, ϵL and
ϵR, which correspond to coupling to weak-doublet and
singlet SM fermions, respectively. We restricted ourselves

to couplings to the third family of quarks only, and we
studied in detail the phenomenology as a function of the
size of ϵL and ϵR (Figs. 7–9), also discussing the interplay
with the anomalies in B-meson semileptonic decays.
Our EFT-educated analysis of the phenomenology elu-

cidates the similarities and differences in the experimental
status and prospects for each model. Although the electro-
weak precision observables have more limited sensitivity
than LFVones, they have a strong discriminating power, in
the sense that the pattern of potential deviations from the
SM predictions is highly model dependent. On the other
hand, only μ → e flavor-violating transitions can access
very heavy or very weakly coupled new physics. In this
regime, in order to distinguish between the models one
would need to compare the rates of μ → e conversion,
μ → eee, and μ → eγ decays precisely. Both in the Zee
model (by means of a second Higgs doublet coupling
mostly to the muon) and in the minimal LQ model (by
means of a singlet LQ coupled both to the left-handed and
right-handed muon), there is the possibility of addressing
the aμ anomaly while evading all other constraints. To this
end, the flavor-violating couplings of these putative scalar
particles should be strongly suppressed.
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